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This Article develops the argument that the Federal Constitution of 1787 was conceptualized, drafted, and put into operation not only for American citizens but also for foreign audiences. In a world without supranational governing institutions, a constitution—at least, the Federal Constitution—might serve to promote peaceable international relations based on reciprocal trade and open credit. That at least was the Enlightenment-inflected hope.

Did it work? If early Americans engaged in constitution-making in large part to demonstrate their capacity for self-government, self-discipline, and commercial openness to foreign audiences, did anyone notice? Or was it all, regardless of diplomatic purposes and consistent with the conventional account of the American Founding, just an intramural affair? This Article argues that many foreigners did notice, not least because some of them had participated in the process of reform. Although no foreigners intervened directly in drafting or ratification, international demands, incentives, and reactions shaped the way that leading American Framers pursued constitution-making. After a “foreign ratification debate” that stretched into the first years of the Washington Administration, Britain normalized diplomatic relations with the United States and substantial capital investment followed. In 1791, the British Board of Trade approvingly analyzed the Constitution in a report designed to guide the Privy Council as it drafted instructions for its first official envoy to the United States. Within fifteen years, Britons were the largest holders of foreign investment in the United States, including state and federal “domestic debt,” or the restructured wartime certificates and loans that had floated the Revolution. In sum, Britons ultimately financed much of the project of American independence, and contemporaries believed that these credit relations would reduce, without eliminating, the prospect of renewed war.
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INTRODUCTION: THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION AND THE ATLANTIC WORLD

In a series of recent articles, David Golove and I have argued that American constitution-making began as an international process: the revolutionary generation conceptualized, drafted, and institutionalized their new constitutions not only for domestic constituencies but also for foreign audiences. To appeal to those audiences, and to persuade them to trade and invest in post-revolutionary America, the Framers incorporated several guarantees of international commitments under treaties and the law of nations into the Federal Constitution. Many Founders conceived of the Federal Constitution in particular as a promise to foreign nations, conveyed in a legible script for action, that the United States would fulfill its international obligations as a member of what they saw as “the civilized world.” The so-called “critical period,” a diagnosis to which foreign critics contributed, demonstrated to many Americans the necessity of structural reform to give the federal government not only the powers to tax and spend, but also to regulate international commerce, manage foreign policy, and enforce obligations under treaties and the law of nations. The resulting Constitution


2. Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, at 991-94.

3. See id. at 938.

centralized the foreign affairs powers up from the states and then distributed those powers across the federal government to foster expertise and to insulate some aspects of foreign relations from the relatively democratic House of Representatives. In addition, and most relevant to this Article, it entrenched within the American constitutional order institutional commitments to fulfill international obligations, particularly public and private financial obligations. Under the Supremacy Clause in Article VI, existing as well as future treaties became the law of the land, enforceable in state and federal courts. That Article also recognized the validity of all debts “entered into, before the [a]doption of th[e] Constitution.” These two guarantees in Article VI were the Constitution’s only retroactive provisions. In addition, state governments were forbidden to issue paper money, impair the obligations of contracts, and conduct war or diplomacy with foreign nations, including Native American nations within the nation’s borders. Finally, a powerful and independent Executive would play a leading role in developing foreign policy and enforcing it within the states.

Did it work? If federal constitution makers sought to demonstrate their capacity for self-government to foreign audiences, did anyone notice? If they noticed, what exactly did they notice? Or was it all, regardless of diplomatic purposes and consistent with the conventional account of the Founding, just an intramural affair?

This Article argues that federal constitution-making did play an important role in persuading Europeans to recognize the United States along a number of dimensions. Before and after the Philadelphia Convention, European diplomats, Enlightenment thinkers, displaced British loyalists, transatlantic merchants, and overseas investors paid close attention to constitutional developments in the United States. Together they formed important foreign audiences for American political development in the generation after the

5. Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, 996-98.
6. U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2 (“[A]ll Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land.”). To enforce this provision, Article III provided federal court jurisdiction over existing and future treaties. Id. art. III, § 2, cl. 1 (extending federal court jurisdiction to cases arising under “Treaties made, or which shall be made” under the authority of the Constitution or laws of the United States).
7. Id. art. VI, cl. 1.
8. Id. art. I, § 10.
Revolution. Even the term “audience,” suggesting passive observation, is too weak. Instead, foreign actors participated in a number of ways. Although foreigners did not intervene directly in the Constitution’s drafting or formal ratification, international demands, incentives, and reactions shaped the way that Americans undertook constitution-making in the 1780s and beyond.

Ultimately, the influence flowed both ways across the Atlantic. Foreign demands clarified American perceptions of what they wished to achieve by constitutional government. In turn Americans helped redesign the legal infrastructure of the international system they sought to enter, particularly respecting the protection of foreign capital, setting precedents defining liberal governance that remain powerful today as neoliberal ideals. Those notions of good governance have, however, been abstracted from their specific, and forgotten, origins. After the Revolution, Americans and their foreign audiences began to map out what it meant for a postcolonial polity to enter the European community of “civilized nations,” not just formally with treaties of peace and commerce, but also as a full participant in the Atlantic economy of trade and finance. Converting imperial connections into international relations, the Framers sought to create not a fiscal-military state of the sort familiar to European experience but instead a fiscal-commercial state approximating Enlightenment ideals.  


11. The gradual independence in the Netherlands from the sixteenth to the seventeenth century is distinguishable on the long-term scale (recovery of formal local political control rather than initial independence), location, and especially relative economic development: by 1600, the Netherlands was already the premier carrying power in Europe and a net international creditor. See generally James C. Riley, International Government Finance and the Amsterdam Capital Market, 1740-1815 (1980); Richard Sylla, Book Review, 51 Econ. Hist. Rev. 625, 625-26 (1998).


11. The gradual independence in the Netherlands from the sixteenth to the seventeenth century is distinguishable on the long-term scale (recovery of formal local political control rather than initial independence), location, and especially relative economic development: by 1600, the Netherlands was already the premier carrying power in Europe and a net international creditor. See generally James C. Riley, International Government Finance and the Amsterdam Capital Market, 1740-1815 (1980); Richard Sylla, Book Review, 51 Econ. Hist. Rev. 625, 625-26 (1998).
combination that also appealed to some in France and Britain as a political ideal and a strategic convenience.  

The document carried some of the burden of proof but did not suffice. Single-text constitutions were portable and legible but not comprehensive. Given the Federal Constitution’s ambiguities and gaps, construction mattered. By the early 1790s, after a period of inquiry and assessment that can be called the foreign ratification debate, influential European audiences became persuaded that the new federal government was capable of adhering to the law of nations, conducting diplomacy, and regulating commerce. The connection between constitution-making and commercial integration was not simply sequential. Foreign governments and their subjects causally linked their behavior to the Constitution and the federal institutions built on it. Proof was diplomatic normalization, particularly with Britain, and an unprecedented amount of capital investment, first from Dutch investors and eventually also from the

12. The classic study of early American commitment to commercial integration and political neutrality toward Europe is Felix Gilbert, To the Farewell Address: Ideas of Early American Foreign Policy (1961).

13. “[M]uch of early modern European statecraft,” James C. Scott argues, “seemed ... devoted to rationalizing and standardizing what was a social hieroglyph into a legible and administratively more convenient format.” James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed 3 (1998). It was how states made internal sense of their land, people, and resources. See id. at 2-3. This Article borrows the suggestive notion of legibility and explores the degree to which it applies historically to the communication of information internationally between states through constitution-making.

14. See infra Part III. The terms “nation” and “state” had multiple meanings during the eighteenth century. Here they carry the connotation current in the early modern literature and practice of the law of nations: a nation or state (the terms were convertible) was an independent, self-governing polity entitled to the rights and subject to the duties of the law of nations. “Nations or states,” wrote Emer de Vattel in the first section of his treatise on the law of nations, first published in 1758, “are bodies politic, societies of men united together to procure their mutual safety and advantage by means of their union.” 1 Emer de Vattel, The Law of Nations, or Principles of the Law of Nature: Applied to the Conduct and Affairs of Nations and Sovereigns 1 (1760). Such a state was a “moral person [possessing] an understanding and a will peculiar to itself, and is susceptible of obligations and laws.” Id. “The law of nations is the science of the law subsisting between nations or states, and of the obligations that flow from it.” Id. This external connotation of nation originally revealed little about the internal constitution of a polity, which might be a kingdom, republic, or empire. Cf. Jane Burbank & Frederick Cooper, Empires in World History: Power and the Politics of Difference (2010) (observing the predominance of empires, not nation-states, throughout most history).
British. Diplomatic and commercial normalization with Britain had cascading effects on other relationships. It quickly brought nominal friends, like the Spanish, and ongoing enemies, like many of the Northwest Native American nations, to the negotiating table. Paradoxically, the recognition process with France, the United States’ first military ally, passed through a long period in which the royal and then revolutionary governments treated the United States as a quasi-state, a phase that ended with the termination of the alliance during the Quasi-War.

This Article, however, focuses on the relationship that was most critical to the commercial development of the early United States: the Anglo-American connection. It begins in Part I by providing a brief account of the Federalist vision of international relations and identifies debt as a common denominator among the foreign audiences. Part II traces the British critique of American government during the 1780s, as well as the partial incorporation of that foreign perspective among constitutional reformers. Part III analyzes the British assessment of the Federal Constitution and the government built on it. Part IV begins to sketch out connections between the British assessment and financial integration of the United States into European markets, connections that will be mapped more precisely in future work.

I. CREDIT AND THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS OF CONSTITUTION-MAKING

A. The Enlightenment and Constitutional Reform

Integrating the United States into the Atlantic world of commerce and culture had been a central, and in the 1780s, still unfulfilled, goal of the Revolution. Nations, like individuals, were presumed to be sociable and had the duty as well as right to work together with others. To that end, American constitution makers sought to construct a government that, consistent with a dominant strand of the Enlightenment, would encourage sociability—particularly, commerce—within and beyond national borders. The way to do so, they believed, was to modulate impassioned, localist, and short-term politics, while promoting decision-making along a broader temporal and spatial horizon.19

Although the nature of the connections between nations, and even the definition of which polities counted as “nations,” was contested, few Americans doubted that there was in fact an international community of states that should, at least, govern their relations by common legal principles in war and peace.20 Commercial sociability was hardly the same as perpetual harmony.21 Commercial competition could be fraught and even incite war.22 Yet competition was not itself war. Nor did it have to lead to war, if nations committed themselves institutionally, Federalists argued, to upholding treaties and the customary law of nations at home.23 A fundamental premise of Enlightenment theory about international relations was that increased interaction between people from different nations would generate extra-national connections and interdependence that

19. Hulsebosch, Revolutionary Portfolio, supra note 1, at 763. In a typical formulation, James Wilson wrote: “The general principle,’ says Burlamaqui, ‘of the law of nations, is nothing more than the general law of sociability, which obliges nations to the same duties as are prescribed to individuals.” 1 JAMES WILSON, Of the Law of Nations, in THE WORKS OF THE HONOURABLE JAMES WILSON 145, 155 (Bird Wilson ed., 1804).
20. See Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, at 940-41.
21. See id. at 976.
22. See id. at 976 & n.178.
23. See id. at 980-81.
would discourage rash destruction of those ties in war.24 That was the premise beneath the skein of commercial treaties immortalized in theory by the Treaties of Utrecht.25 Everyone knew that these treaties had failed to preserve peace.26 International agreements with only the sanctions of “good faith” were incapable of laying the groundwork of peaceful international relations.27 What was needed instead, American constitutional reformers argued, was to build those commitments into national constitutions.28 In the absence of an international coercive governance regime, municipal governments would have to discipline themselves.29 Many members of the founding generation subscribed to these notions and did not view international obligations as trespasses upon sovereignty.30 A powerful structure for conducting foreign affairs, adhering to treaties, and facilitating foreign commerce would integrate the Union into the Atlantic world of commerce. In sum, the Constitution was supposed to reconcile the twin goals of the Revolution that had been announced in the Declaration of Independence: popular sovereignty and international recognition.31

The desire to modulate democratic influence on the management of foreign affairs did not extend to the power to declare war.32 Developing the Enlightenment ideal of perpetual peace glossed most recently by Adam Smith, the founding generation believed


27. Id.

28. See Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, at 989-90.

29. For elaboration, see id.

30. See id. at 994.


32. See Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, at 991.
that the people would resist wars because they bore the costs in 
blood and treasure. Vesting this power in the people, through their 
direct representatives in Congress, was one of the most radically re-
publican elements in the Constitution, at once distinguishing it from 
European kingdoms and intending to contribute to the Enlighten-
ment project of reducing the propensity for war. Again, muting 
popular passions in diplomatic and commercial relations, while en-
suring that popular concerns about taxation and bodily security 
were activated when determining the question of war, were together 
supposed to generate a new kind of state, a fiscal-commercial 
state. And that state was supposed to fit sociably, therefore profit-
ably, within the traditional community of civilized states.

B. European Audiences for the Constitution: Friends, Enemies, 
and Debt

The European audiences for American constitution-making can 
be divided roughly in two: former wartime enemies and wartime 
friends. All were concerned about debt. The desire to collect out-
standing debts did not exhaust Europeans’ interest in the American 
political system, but it was a common denominator. It also epito-
mized the hard—but in the eighteenth century, hopeful—fact of 
economic integration. Credit, the flip side of debt, symbolized 
complicated networks of exchange, some that preceded the Revolu-
tion and others forged in it. Few wanted those relationships to end.

The most important audience was the British, the recent enemy. 
In the imperial economy, most credit circulating in the American 
colonies had originated in key British trading cities, not just London 
but also Bristol, Glasgow, Liverpool, and other seaports. Goods 
were continuously bought and sold, but coin rarely changed hands.

Imperial trade ran instead on credit: bonds, promissory notes,

34. See Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, at 1011-15.
35. See id. at 993-94, 1011-15.
36. See id. at 970.
38. See generally id.
letters of credit, and simple contracts on open accounts. It was a complicated skein of obligation in which debtors restructured old loans, opened new credit lines, and borrowed from multiple creditors simultaneously without disclosing existing debts. This commercial world did not neatly divide debtors and creditors. Most merchants and producers were both. This was true even of the large Scottish and English creditors to whom North Americans, especially Virginians, owed millions of pounds of sterling. These transatlantic traders were in turn indebted to domestic Britons who lent their spare capital to overseas trading firms. They were trading with other people’s money. But they owed those people a steady rate of return. Like banks, they lent in multiples of their reserves. American private debts to British creditors were, therefore, rarely fully retired but instead extended and refinanced. Within the colonies, debts originating in the ports fractionated and multiplied throughout the towns and backcountry, and they similarly cycled around for years. This continuous process of restructuring and holding settlement in abeyance was evidence of the confidence and optimism undergirding the imperial credit system. Despite occasional credit crises during the colonial period, liberal credit permitted Britain’s imperial economy to expand faster than any of its competitors in the eighteenth century.

39. See generally id.
40. The best source on the mechanics and operation of the imperial trading economy in the eighteenth century is the oeuvre of Jacob M. Price. See, e.g., id.
41. See id. at 44.
42. See id.
43. See id.
44. See id. at 59-60.
45. See id. at 5-6.
46. See id. at 16.
47. Price examines the diversified, fractional capitalization and liberal lending practices of British merchants in PRICE, supra note 37. See also Emory G. Evans, Planter Indebtedness and the Coming of the Revolution in Virginia, 19 WM. & MARY Q. 511 (1962); Richard B. Sheridan, The British Credit Crisis of 1772 and the American Colonies, 20 J. ECON. HIST. 161 (1960). To some contemporary observers the continuous debt was more sinister. See PRICE, supra note 37, at 5-6. Thomas Jefferson estimated that Virginians owed half of American private debt to British creditors. See id. “The advantages made by the British merchants on the tobaccoes consigned to them,” he maintained,

were so enormous that they spared no means of increasing those consignments.

A powerful engine for this purpose was the giving good prices and credit to the planter, till they got him more immersed in debt than he could pay without selling his lands or slaves. They then reduced the prices given for his tobacco so
The Revolution sent this circulatory system into arrest. The peacemakers tried to resuscitate the system. Fellow subjects before the war, who had operated within and against the confines of imperial law, now found themselves negotiating what had become an international relationship under the Treaty of Peace (1783) and the law of nations.48 The peace commissioners who charted the new relationship were intimately familiar with the old one. The Scot Richard Oswald and the South Carolinian Henry Laurens had long been central players in the Anglo-American credit system.49 Before the war, Laurens had been Oswald’s slave-trading agent in South Carolina.50 Two other commissioners, Englishman David Hartley and Philadelphia’s Benjamin Franklin, had moved through the same intellectual circles, including the Bowood Circle, a group of Enlightenment intellectuals who met regularly in the country house of their patron, the Earl of Shelburne.51 It was no coincidence that Shelburne led the administration that negotiated peace.52 He (like Adam Smith) had long imagined a less formal, more open, and more commercially robust relationship between Britain and North America.53 Not the way he had hoped, but the opportunity arrived in 1782.54

49. See id. at 391.
50. Id. at 391 n.13.
51. See generally An Enlightenment Statesman in Whig Britain: Lord Shelburne in Context, 1737-1805, at 197, 205 (Nigel Aston & Clarissa Campbell Orr eds., 2011) (exploring several dimensions of Shelburne’s Bowood Circle).
52. See Andrew Stockley, Shelburne, the European Powers, and the Peace of 1783, in An Enlightenment Statesman in Whig Britain: Lord Shelburne in Context, supra note 51, at 177, 178.
53. See id. at 178-79.
54. See id. Benjamin Vaughan, Shelburne’s private secretary at the negotiations and Franklin’s good friend, spent much of the 1780s championing Adam Smith’s vision of free
This premise was explicit. Article IV of the Treaty of Peace provided that creditors “shall meet with no lawful impediment to the recovery of the full value in sterling money, of all bona fide debts heretofore contracted.” Lord Shelburne had instructed the British peace commissioners that “the debts require the most serious attention,—that honest debts may be honestly paid in honest money,—no Congress money.” Sterling was the currency demanded, of course. It was a hard-won provision for the British, though in the end it was American commissioner John Adams who seemed most committed to the ideal beneath it. He arrived in Paris to find a deadlock over whether the United States would agree that debtors should fully repay prewar debts, and whether Congress would pledge to restore confiscated loyalist property. For practical and legal reasons, the Americans would not budge on confiscated property; in the end Congress only pledged in Article V that it would “earnestly recommend” that the states restore at least some confiscated estates. Debt was different. “I have no notion of cheating anybody,” Adams declared when he got to Paris and swung the American commissioners over to the British position on the prewar debts. To test this pledge, British creditors sued in all open courts, petitioned every political institution on both sides of the Atlantic, and lobbied anyone trade as a mechanism for prosperity and peace. See Andrew Hamilton, *Benjamin Vaughan on Commerce and International Harmony in the Eighteenth Century, in Sociability and Cosmopolitanism: Social Bonds on the Fringes of the Enlightenment* 101, 106-07 (Scott Breuninger & David Burrow eds., 2012).


56. 3 LORD EDMOND FITZMAURICE, LIFE OF WILLIAM, EARL OF SHELBURNE, AFTERWARDS FIRST MARQUESS OF LANDSDOWNE, WITH EXTRACTS FROM HIS PAPERS AND CORRESPONDENCE 282-83, 285 (1876) (excerpting Shelburne’s instruction to peace commissioners).


58. See MORRIS, supra note 57, at 361.

59. Definitive Treaty of Peace, supra note 55, at 82 (“Congress shall earnestly recommend it to the legislatures of the respective states, to provide for the restitution of all estates, rights and properties, which have been confiscated, belonging to real British subjects, and also of the estates, rights and properties of persons resident in districts in the possession of his Majesty’s arms, and who have not borne arms against the said United States. And that persons of any other description shall have free liberty to go to any part or parts of any of the thirteen United States, and therein to remain twelve months, unmolested in their endeavours to obtain the restitution of such of their estates, rights and properties, as may have been confiscated.”).

60. See MORRIS, supra note 57, at 361. For analysis of the legal differences between property and debts, see infra Part II.A.
who would listen. Because they formed a powerful force in British politics, their claims became the leading diplomatic issue between Britain and the United States from the Treaty of Peace until at least the Jay Treaty (1794).

Negotiating the division of the Empire and the independence of a new nation, the peacemakers and successive diplomats believed that enduring structures of commerce could keep Britain and America together in an extra-national commercial network. There was no formal sense that there was to be some kind of special relation. Quite the opposite for the Americans. For them, the treaty’s financial guarantees, especially, provided ground rules by which the imperial connection became an international one, and those rules would apply to other relationships, too. Yet there would be, more or less, business as usual. What historians later termed the “imperialism of free trade,” and dated to the mid-nineteenth century, originated, institutionally at least, in the Enlightenment ideal of insulating international commerce from political recrimination

61. See infra Part II.A; see also Hulsebosch, Discrete and Cosmopolitan, supra note 1, at 833-35 (describing loyalists’ attempts to recover property).


63. See Hamilton, supra note 54, at 106-07.


65. The Constitution’s guarantee of enforcement of past and future treaties was not limited to Britain, of course. The argument here is that the Anglo-American relationship after the Revolution was different because of the preexisting commercial relations, but the legal framework built to support that relationship could, and was expected to, apply to other commercial relations.

66. Trading firms in Great Britain sought to revive pre-revolutionary networks soon after the Treaty of Peace. By contrast, trading between the United States and the British West Indies was not quickly revived and was a central goal of American diplomacy. Frederick W. Marks III, Independence on Trial: Foreign Affairs and the Making of the Constitution 65-75 (1973).
during the aftermath of imperial civil war. And it was negotiated mutually, not imposed east to west.

The second general audience—friends—included treaty partners during or after the war, as well as their subjects. Those friends had lent money to Congress and the individual states, without which the Revolution would have failed. Owners of this public foreign debt included sovereign governments, such as France and Spain, and also private individuals and partnerships in France and especially the Netherlands. After the peace, some of these creditors, notably the French government, faced desperate straits and sought repayment. The Confederation, however, defaulted on its loans to France and Spain, and although it was more scrupulous with Dutch creditors, even with them it avoided default through restructuring, taking out new loans to meet interest payments. Brokers then offered this public debt to hundreds of private investors. They too became part of the international audience. Dutch bankers and investors associated with the Dutch Patriot Party, in particular, sympathized with the revolutionary republic, identifying it with their own eight-decade quest for independence from the Spanish Empire. Some


68. See Morris, supra note 57, at 361.

69. See Rafael A. Bayley, The National Loans of the United States, from July 4, 1776, to June 30, 1880, at 5-17 (2d ed. 1882).

70. See id.


72. Ferguson, supra note 4, at 234 (“By concentrating its resources, [the Confederation] Congress managed to save its credit in Holland, but the debt to France was sloughed off, and when Spain did not press its claims, no payment was made.”); see also George Green Shackelford, Jefferson’s Adoptive Son: The Life of William Short, 1759-1848, at 71-94 (1993).

invested nervously; others watched with curiosity. Together, they represented the leading edge of a foreign audience that, over the next few decades, poured European specie into American public and private investments. They too, then, were interested participants, not just distant observers.

Just as the Revolution had fascinated Europeans, so too its aftermath remained a subject of fascination across the Atlantic World. Friends and enemies, especially those with money at stake, paid close attention as the new republican states moved from war to peacetime governance.

II. BRITISH GRIEVANCES AND AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM

A. The Anglo-American Origins of the “Critical Period”

Credit is never just a private arrangement. Lending demands legal infrastructure. Historians are well aware that, after the Revolution, American debtors successfully obtained debt relief from many state legislatures. But creditors had leverage too. Because many lines of credit in eighteenth-century North America ended in Britain, those creditors sought aid from the British government and supplied it with some of the best information available about the political and legal systems of the American states.

Information about the American political system flowing into the British Privy Council was mountainous in extent and granular in detail. Three interrelated channels of information kept the two Secretaries of State (Home and Foreign Affairs) well informed between the Treaty of Peace and the appointment of a Minister

74. Id.
75. See infra Part IV.
76. For currency in particular as a mode of governance, see CHRISTINE DESAN, MAKING MONEY: COIN, CURRENCY, AND THE COMING OF CAPITALISM 266-94 (2014).
78. See, e.g., Memorial of the Committee of Merchants Trading to North America to the Board of Trade (Mar. 31, 1787), Foreign Office 4/5, British National Archives (describing debtor relief laws in many states).
79. Id.
80. The main evidence comes from reading all Foreign Office files from 1783 to 1803 covering the United States, as well as many related deposits, in The National Archives of the United Kingdom.
Plenipotentiary to America in 1791. One was the stream of loyalist petitions complaining about confiscation and other abuses that continued after the peace; another was a series of memorials from British merchants detailing obstacles to debt collection; and a third was reports from consuls in American seaports. These overlapping sources portrayed governments willfully violating treaty obligations. John Adams, who became the U.S. Minister to Britain in early 1785, repeatedly requested that the two nations begin negotiations with an eye especially toward reopening American trade directly with the West Indies.81 “No” was the official answer from the Marquess of Carmarthen, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, as long as the United States refused to fulfill the terms of the treaty regarding confiscated loyalist property and prewar debts.82

The stream of grievances led Carmarthen to seek an account of all the laws in all the states that violated the Treaty of Peace.83 In Britain, government officials requested information from affected British merchants, some of whom were able to forward printed copies of American legislation.84 Over in America, the task first fell to the only British representative in America at the time, Consul General John Temple.85 It was not easy to gather the statutes. He was rebuffed when he asked for the assistance of John Jay, who was the

81. Before the Revolution those islands had provided a ready market for American food, a supply of molasses to be refined in American seaports and then re-exported, and a steady traffic for American carriers, thus supporting sailors, shipbuilders, seaports, and support industries that sprawled across the American countryside. Richard Pares, Yankees and Creoles: The Trade Between North America and the West Indies Before the American Revolution (1956). For a perceptive account of post-revolutionary debates over economic development, see John E. Crowley, The Privileges of Independence: Neomercantilism and the American Revolution (1993).

82. See Letter from Lord Carmarthen to John Adams (Feb. 28, 1786), in 2 The Diplomatic Correspondence of the United States of America, from the Signing of the Definitive Treaty of Peace, 10th September, 1783, to the Adoption of the Constitution, March 4, 1789, at 581, 581-87 (1837) [hereinafter Diplomatic Correspondence] (“[W]henever America shall manifest a real determination to fulfill her part of the treaty, Great Britain will not hesitate to prove her sincerity to cooperate.”).

83. See id. at 581-87.

84. See, e.g., Messrs. Waddington to Mr. Frazer (Aug. 20, 1786), Foreign Office 4/4, British National Archives (responding to the ministry’s desire to learn of “any hardships to which British merchants are subjected by partial laws,” enclosing copy of New York’s Trespass Act, and describing the lawsuits pursued under it).

85. See Letter from John Temple to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Feb. 4, 1786), Foreign Office 4/4, British National Archives; Letter from John Temple to John Jay (Dec. 24, 1785), Foreign Office 4/4, British National Archives.
Confederation’s Foreign Secretary. 86 A request for government documents was diplomatic in nature, Jay answered, one that a mere consul was not entitled to make. 87 This was one of many occasions when Americans reminded the British that, although the United States had sent Adams as an envoy to London in mid-1785, Britain had not reciprocated. 88 Without assistance from any government official, and before additional consuls arrived in America, Temple hired lawyers across the states to gather information. 89 The anti- loyalist provisions were so numerous, diverse, and often tucked into more general statutes that it remains difficult even today to compile a complete list. Diplomats, lawyers, and interested parties kept reporting new ones over the next decade.

The appointment of Temple in 1785 and additional consuls up and down the Atlantic coast the following year opened up new conduits of information from America to the British government. 90 Under the law of nations, consuls did not have full diplomatic status. 91 Their primary responsibility was to aid merchants of their own nation and resolve disputes among them. 92 Another important function was to gather intelligence. They tracked trading volume, regulations, and the changing commercial environment in their

86. Letter from John Temple to John Jay, supra note 85.
87. See Report of Secretary Jay on Reference of a Letter from the British Consul General (Mar. 8, 1786), in 3 DIPLOMATIC CORRESPONDENCE, supra note 82, at 100, 101 (explaining that Congress need not answer John Temple’s letter because it was not a direct or official application on trade and navigation).
88. See Letter from John Adams to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Feb. 6, 1786), Foreign Office 4/4, British National Archives.
89. Letter from John Temple to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Feb. 4, 1786), Foreign Office 4/5, British National Archives (describing the process of collecting statutes and requesting reimbursement for lawyers’ fees).
91. See 1 VATTEL, supra note 14, at 131 (“The consul is no public minister ... and cannot pretend to the privileges appertaining to such character.”).
92. See id. (“Among the modern institutions for the utility of commerce, one of the most useful is that of consuls or persons residing in the large trading cities, and especially in foreign sea-ports, with a commission empowering them to attend to the rights and privileges of their nation, and to terminate misunderstandings and contests among its merchants.”).
ports, and then sent detailed reports to the Foreign Secretary.\textsuperscript{93} Because Britain did not send an official diplomatic representative to the United States until late 1791, the consuls provided the most reliable information on which to base policy during the constitution-making period. They functioned much like old imperial agents had before the Revolution.\textsuperscript{94} Some of them had been just that: middling officials in the old empire, longtime residents who were integrated in the social life of their ports. Temple, for example, had been Lieutenant Governor of New Hampshire and Surveyor General of customs.\textsuperscript{95} A native Bostonian, he married Elizabeth Bowdoin, daughter of James Bowdoin, a merchant, massive landholder, and the third Governor of independent Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{96} Temple had moved from Boston to New York City, the British military headquarters, during the war. Now he settled there for the rest of his life.\textsuperscript{97} From one perspective, only his address had changed.

If the consuls' basic role was familiar, the political and legal context for its performance had changed dramatically. Temple was suddenly an alien representing a foreign government. He and the other consuls thus began negotiating what had become an international rather than imperial relationship. No longer investigating the enforcement and violations of the imperial Navigations Acts, they instead detailed compliance and breach of the peace treaty and the law of nations.\textsuperscript{98} The consuls' correspondence back home was

\textsuperscript{93} See, e.g., Joanne Loew Neel, Phineas Bond: A Study in Anglo-American Relations, 1786-1812, at 73-79 (1968).


\textsuperscript{95} Preface to The Bowdoin and Temple Papers, in 9 Collections of the Massachusetts Historical Society xiii, vx (1897).

\textsuperscript{96} See id. at xiv-xv. An advantageous match by any standard, it may also have protected Temple from suffering confiscation during the war. When, during the Massachusetts ratifying convention, the ardent Federalist Bowdoin warned that foreign "attention is drawn to the United States; their emissaries are watching our conduct, particularly upon the present most important occassion," he was not speaking metaphorically. Speech of James Bowdoin, Massachusetts Convention Debates (Jan. 23, 1788), in 6 The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution 1320 (John P. Kaminski et al. eds., 1976-2017).

\textsuperscript{97} See Preface to The Bowdoin and Temple Papers, supra note 95, at xvii.

\textsuperscript{98} See, e.g., Letter from William S. Smith to John Jay (Aug. 7, 1786), in 3 Diplomatic Correspondence, supra note 82, at 34, 36; Letter from John Temple to John Jay (Apr. 7, 1786), in 3 Diplomatic Correspondence, supra note 82, at 110, 110 ("I cannot but lament the unhappy condition of those unfortunate people ... still held in confinement in direct
formidable. In a typical year, Phineas Bond, the Philadelphia native who served as the British consul in Philadelphia for decades, sent at least a dozen long reports, including reams of trade statistics collected on the wharves of that city, which gave his government a good sense of the commerce flowing through the state’s busiest port.99 His information came from personal observation and from British and American merchants in the city.100 In a communications loop of mutual influence, he and his mercantile sources, many of whom had been revolutionaries, developed a critical perspective on the problems besetting the new states.101 Together, this network produced a substantial amount of the intelligence passed up the decision-making chain of the British government.102

Consular fellowship was not, however, formal diplomatic respect. In early 1785, the British Ambassador to France asked the American treaty commissioners in Paris—Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and John Adams—“how far the Commissioners can be duly authorized to enter into any engagements with Great Britain which it might not be in the power of any one of the States to render totally fruitless and ineffectual.”103 It was a cardinal principle of British diplomacy, developed first on the ground in America and propounded repeatedly at home by Lord Sheffield, who helped topple Shelburne’s short-run administration, that Congress could not control the states.104 The Americans bristled at the implicit indictment of the Confederation and refused to answer the question in those terms. Instead of rephrasing, the Ambassador concluded that it was too soon to negotiate a commercial treaty with the United States. The real problem with the question is that it had no answer, and the American commissioners knew. They also knew

99. See Neel, supra note 93, at 75-76, 106-07, 136.
100. See id. at 44, 55.
101. See id. at 172-73.
102. See generally id.
that everyone else knew too.105 “There is no question more frequently asked me by the foreign Ministers,” John Adams, the first minister of the United States to the Court of St. James’s, later reported to Secretary of Foreign Affairs, John Jay,

than what can be the reason of such frequent divisions of States in America, and of the disposition to crumble into little separate societies, whereby there seems to be danger of multiplying the members of the Confederation without end, or of setting up petty Republics, unacknowledged by the Confederacy, and refusing obedience to its laws?106

Information from British sources in the United States about the state of British rights under the treaty left American diplomats with little leverage in negotiations and dampened the support of even sympathetic Britons. “[T]he existence of some of those laws in the State of New York, and similar ones in other States,” William S. Smith wrote Jay,

in a great degree stop the mouths of our friends here, and give our enemies full scope to censure and abuse; they are held up as a barrier to a treaty and further connexion; and thus justify their own breach of faith in the retaining the posts on these grounds.... I am clearly of opinion that a strict attention to treaties, and a faithful discharge of national obligations, is the sure road to national respectability.107

Smith, who was secretary to John Adams in London, traveled throughout the continent and married Adams’s eldest daughter, Abigail, remained optimistic that fruitful relationships remained possible. “[W]e have it in our power to regulate the system of [the English] Court,” he assured Jay, “that is, if we have the power amongst ourselves of bringing our federal abilities to a point of dignified operation.”108

105. Golove & Hulsebosch, *Civilized Nation*, supra note 1, at 957; see also Letter from Dorset to the American Commissioners, supra note 103, at 55-56.

106. Letter from John Adams to John Jay (Nov. 24, 1785), in 2 *Diplomatic Correspondence*, supra note 82, at 537, 538.


108. Letter from William S. Smith to John Jay (Aug. 20, 1786), in 3 *Diplomatic Correspondence*, supra note 82, at 38, 41. On Smith, see Marcius D. Raymond, *Colonel William*
Smith also corresponded frequently with David Hartley, the British peace commissioner who agreed with his friend Franklin that the best future of human freedom lay in the American backcountry. Hartley had favored the huge land cession included in the treaty as a boon for the United States and for Europe’s poor. The new government could use land sales to pay off its debts, and the territory would become a haven for European peasants seeking liberty and property.\textsuperscript{109} “The European peasant who toils for his scanty sustenance, in penury, wretchedness, & servitude,” Hartley gushed,

will eagerly fly to this asylum for free & industrious labour. The tide of emigration may set strongly outwards, from Scotland, Ireland, & Canada, to this new land of promise. A very great proportion of men in all the Countries of the world are without property, & generally subjects to governments, of which they have no participation, & over which they have no controul. The congress have now opened to all the world a sale of landed settlements, where the liberty & property of each individual, is to be consigned to his own Custody, & defence.\textsuperscript{110} 

This vast land, combined with Congress’s repeated pledge to admit new states “on an equal footing with the original States,”\textsuperscript{111} could not “fail of producing great effects in the future progress of things.”\textsuperscript{112} It could also make the new republic dangerous to Britain’s remaining North American colonies. Therefore, Hartley thought it would be best “to encourage conciliatory & amicable correspondence between them and their neighbours.”\textsuperscript{113} He also warned that excluding the Americans from the West Indies could

\begin{footnotesize}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{109} See Letter from David Hartley to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Jan. 9, 1785), Foreign Office 4/3, British National Archives (“The first is by the sale of lands ... to extinguish the present national debts.”).
\item \textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.} Thoughts like this were not limited to philosophers, of course. These thoughts helped stoke European investment in American land. For the galvanizing role of Adam Smith’s writings among transatlantic liberal thinkers, especially his role as a “moral historian” who identified commercial with moral progress, see \textsc{Onuf \& Onuf, supra} note 67, at 187-218.
\item \textsuperscript{111} See, \textit{e.g.}, Northwest Territorial Ordinance of 1787, art. V, \textit{reprinted in} Northwest Territorial Ordinance of 1789, 1 Stat. 50, 51 n.a (1789).
\item \textsuperscript{112} Letter from David Hartley to the Marquess of Carmarthen, \textit{supra} note 109.
\item \textsuperscript{113} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
lead to “a commercial war with them,” which might redound to the benefit of France.  

In the meantime, Americans had to reciprocate by repaying their old debts. “Let the foundations of the New World be laid in these principles—to discharge debts of honor and conciliation to the last farthing,” Hartley wrote to Smith, “they may be considered as part of the purchase of independence.” Contract along with property was a key premise to the future of liberty. Adams agreed entirely. “The Moral Character of our People is of infinitely greater worth than all the sums in question,” he wrote from Paris during the final peace negotiations:

> The Commerce of the World is now open to Us, and our Exports and Imports are of So large amount, and our Connections will be so large and extenstive that the least Stain upon our Character in this respect will loose [sic] Us in a very short time Advantages of greater pecuniary Value than all our Debt amounts to.... To talk of a Spung [sic] to wipe out this Debt, or of reducing or diminishing it, below its real Value ... would betray a total Ignorance of the first Principles of national Duty and Interest.

Two legal factors distinguished debt from land. Both derived from the law of nations. First, many lawyers on both sides of the Atlantic believed that, under the modern interpretation of the laws of war, belligerent powers should not—perhaps could not—confiscate

---

114. *Id.* Hartley had received a copy of Congress’s Land Ordinance of 1784 (Apr. 23, 1784) possibly from Thomas Jefferson, whom he met in Paris in late 1784, and he enclosed it in a letter to Secretary of State Lord Carmarthen soon afterward. See Letter from David Hartley to Marquess Carmarthen (Jan. 16, 1785), Foreign Office 4/3, British National Archives. For Hartley’s meeting with Jefferson, where the American minister to France gave Hartley a copy of a map he drafted plotting six new states in the Ohio Valley, see Julian P. Boyd, *Editorial Note to Plan for Government of the Western Territory, in 6 The Papers of Thomas Jefferson* 581, 592-93 (Julian P. Boyd ed., 1952). The seventh section of the Land Ordinance of 1784, which Jefferson drafted, provided that territories carved out of the western cession would be admitted on “an equal footing” with the original thirteen states, once they had as many “free inhabitants” as the least populous of the original states. For the 1784 Ordinance, see *The Ordinance of 1784, in 6 The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, supra*, at 613, 613-15.

115. Letter from David Hartley to William S. Smith (Dec. 1, 1786), in *3 Diplomatic Correspondence, supra* note 82, at 56, 57.

116. Letter from John Adams to Robert Morris (July 11, 1783), in *15 Papers of John Adams* 100, 101 (Gregg L. Lint et al. eds., 2010).
certain kinds of debt. This was not a hard-and-fast prohibition, even under the contested standards of what counted as a binding principle under the eighteenth-century law of nations. But European legal thinkers had begun to classify capital as a species of personal property different from booty on land and prizes at sea.\textsuperscript{117} The famous case of Silesian loan (1753), which involved the Prussian King’s sequestration of debts owed to British lenders, stood for the proposition that public debt contracts, at least, were immune from confiscation under the laws of war.\textsuperscript{118} Five years later, Emer de Vattel distinguished public debts owed to an enemy, which the indebted belligerent could never confiscate, from private debts, which under the ancient laws of war could be confiscated or sequestered during the war.\textsuperscript{119} He observed, however, that contemporary European nations refrained from confiscating private debts “in regard to the advantage and safety of commerce.”\textsuperscript{120} Already, Vattel maintained that the non-expropriation principle, originating with public contracts, was implied in every international private debt contract between Europeans.\textsuperscript{121}

To bolster the protection of creditors in Article IV, diplomats, lawyers, and pamphleteers on both sides of the Atlantic repeatedly invoked both the Silesian loan principle, protecting public contracts, and Vattel’s argument that the principle had spread, in Europe at least, to private contracts. John Jay, while serving as the Confederation’s Foreign Secretary, advised Congress that although the law of nations, “strictly and rigidly considered,” permitted the confiscation of debts, “since mankind have become more enlightened, and their manners more softened and humanized, it has not been common as well for those reasons, as for others suggested by the interest of Commerce and mutual intercourse, to practise such severities.”\textsuperscript{122} Within several years of the peace treaty, American lawyers such as Alexander Hamilton, James Wilson, and a young James Kent embraced that emerging norm as part of the modern

\textsuperscript{117}. See Morris, supra note 57, at 361.
\textsuperscript{118}. See generally Ernest Satow, The Silesian Loan and Frederick the Great (1915).
\textsuperscript{119}. See 2 Vattel, supra note 14, at 28.
\textsuperscript{120}. Id.
\textsuperscript{121}. Id. (“[Any belligerent] act[ing] contrary to it would injure the public faith; for strangers trusted his subjects only from a firm persuasion that the general custom would be observed.”).
law of nations and even implicitly as part of American constitutional law.123 Their embrace of this principle with an enthusiasm beyond that found in Europe, and contrary at least to short-term national interest, was part of the way these Americans performed membership in the European-centered world of the law of nations. They also reshaped that law.124 Their focus was on long-term American national development, where they believed legal duty and national interest converged happily.

The second legal difference was between the people who were targeted by property confiscation and those who were creditors. Although there was overlap, generally those who had lost property were, in American eyes, disloyal citizens and possibly traitors, despite their desire to remain British colonists.125 Americans viewed most creditors, by contrast, as “real” British subjects: born or residing in Britain, though usually with local factors in the colonies who might also be British-born subjects. Interpolating the term “real British subjects” into the treaty, the American commissioners sought to distinguish between disloyal citizens and enemy aliens.126

123. On the evolving principle of debt’s immunity from confiscation in wartime, see Hulsebosch, supra note 67, at 1630-31. For early Americans’ more ambivalent approach to confiscation of other kinds of property, particularly property in enslaved persons, see JOHN FABIAN WITT, LINCOLN’S CODE: THE LAWS OF WAR IN AMERICAN HISTORY 72-77 (2012).


125. Article V’s pledge that Congress would recommend that the states restore property confiscated during the war distinguished among three different classes of people: first, “real British subjects”; second, “persons resident” in royal sectors during the war “who ha[d] not borne arms”; and third, “persons of any other description.” See Definitive Treaty of Peace, supra note 55, at 82. Americans believed that the first category, “real British subjects,” included short-term or nonresident British landholders who only constituted a small minority of those targeted, while the other two categories embraced people who the revolutionaries considered to be disloyal citizens. See James H. Kettner, The Development of American Citizenship in the Revolutionary Era: The Idea of Volitional Allegiance, 18 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 208, 218 (1974).

126. See Kettner, supra note 125, at 218. To the British government, however, the colonial-born or long-resident “loyalists” were just as much British subjects as those who lived and traded there temporarily, or who never left Britain at all. Compare Letter from James Duane & Ezra L’Hommedieu to Governor George Clinton (Oct. 15, 1783), in 8 PUBLIC PAPERS OF GEORGE CLINTON: FIRST GOVERNOR OF NEW YORK at 259, 263 (1904) (maintaining that the category of “real British subjects” covered “the subjects of Britain whose only particular Interest in America consisted in holding Lands & Property”), with GEORGE CHALMERS,
Article V, covering real property, dealt with the overlap by including special protection for “real British subjects” who lost land: people such as transient and temporary royal governors, for example, whom Americans could not and did not consider to be citizens of their new states. Those people could safely seek recovery of their land (with no guarantees). Article IV, by contrast, did not specify how to treat loyalist creditors. Confusion, disagreement, and diplomatic controversy about whether Article IV’s guarantee applied to those loyalists lasted for decades.

This emerging norm protecting prewar debts, combined with Americans’ continued reliance on transatlantic capital, helps explain why few Americans proposed outright repudiation of foreign debt, even the debt owed to former enemies. Nor did many wish to repay existing debts and then forswear credit in the future. There were continual anxieties about the corrupting effect of imported luxuries, rebellions against debt collection in periods of currency shortage, and even proposals for insulating the economy. But,
pace American historians’ fascination with Shays’s tax rebellion in Massachusetts, none of it ever got far. Debt relief stemmed more from currency shortages and the postwar recession than from resistance to a credit-financed economy.\footnote{See Sonia Mittal et al., The Constitutional Choices of 1787 and Their Consequences, in Founding Choices: American Economic Policy in the 1790s, at 25, 34 (Douglas A. Irwin & Richard Sylla eds., 2011); Peter L. Rousseau, Monetary Policy and the Dollar, in Founding Choices, supra, at 121, 125, 139-145. See generally Ferguson, supra note 4.}

Congress asked John Jay, Adams’s colleague at the Paris negotiations and now Congress’s Secretary of Foreign Affairs, to investigate the states’ performance of the treaty guarantees, and he expressed his shock at the willful violations.\footnote{Report from John Jay to Congress, supra note 122.} Congress endorsed Jay’s report and asked him to draft a circular of resolutions, which it sent to the states recommending that they repeal any legislation inconsistent with the treaty and, if they had not already, begin enforcing its provisions.\footnote{See Congress, Resolutions (Mar. 21, 1787), in 32 Journals of the Continental Congress 1774-1789, at 123, 124-25 (1936).} “History furnishes no precedent of such liberties taken with treaties under form of Law in any nation,” Congress lectured the states a month before the beginning of the Philadelphia Convention.\footnote{Congress to the States (Apr. 13, 1787), in 32 Journals of the Continental Congress 1774-1789, supra note 135, at 176, 180.} “Not only the obvious dictates of religion, morality, and national honor,” it continued, “but also the first principles of good policy, demand a candid and punctual compliance with engagements constitutionally and fairly made.”\footnote{Id. at 177.}

Jay’s elephantine report got Congress’s attention. “If Congs. should be able to agree on any measures for carrying the Treaty into execution,” James Madison wrote home to Virginia Governor Edmund Randolph after perusing the report, “it seems probable that the fundamental one will be a summons of the States to remove all legal impediments which stand at present in the way.”\footnote{Letter from James Madison to Edmund Randolph (Feb. 18, 1787), in 9 The Papers of James Madison 271, 271 (Robert A. Rutland & William M.E. Rachal eds., 1975).} Besides being the right thing to do, complying with the Treaty of Peace was the only way to bring Britain back to the negotiating table: “There seems to be no reason to believe that G. B. will comply on any other
conditions than those signified in the communication of Lord Car-
marchen to Mr. Adams.139

International morality and national interest coincided here as
elsewhere. As usual, it was difficult to pry the two apart, but there
is little reason to think that realism led the way. Madison’s
relentless opposition to paper money at home in Virginia,140 while
at the same time advocating trade discrimination as a diplomatic
weapon,141 fit the conventional morality of the law of nations.142
Trade discrimination was a short-term measure. Raising the cost of
or even excluding British goods would, he predicted, force Britain to
liberalize its imperial trade network and readmit the American
provinces, now under an international treaty rather than pursuant
to the municipal Navigation Acts.143 Whatever the fate of the bal-
ance of power as a political ideal, Americans and especially South-
erners had faith that it could succeed as an economic one.144

While proposing trade discrimination, Madison adamantly op-
posed debt relief at home,145 and his stance may have contributed to
his near defeat in his first congressional election, when Governor
Patrick Henry openly embraced his Antifederalist opponent for the
House, James Monroe.146 Madison construed American interest in
line with the law of nations and took the long view on the prospects
for economic development.147 Finance mattered imperatively, trade
was the aim, and a nation could withdraw the latter as leverage in
negotiations.148 But if the goal was long-term integration and

139. Id.
140. See Jack N. Rakove, Original Meanings: Politics and Ideas in the Making of the
141. See Crowley, supra note 81, at 97.
Affairs 358 (1975) (questioning the legality of economic sanctions in the twentieth-century
legal order).
143. Madison sought to “discriminate against British trade, in order to coerce Britain to
privilege American commerce as though it were British.” Crowley, supra note 81, at 104-05.
144. See id. at 97, 117-21.
145. See Rakove, supra note 140, at 44.
146. See Editorial Note, Madison’s Election to the First Federal Congress (October 1788-
February 1789), in 11 The Papers of James Madison 301 (Robert A. Rutland & Charles F.
Hobson eds., 1977).
147. See James Madison, Vices of the Political System of the United States, in 9 The Papers
148. See Crowley, supra note 81, at 99, 104.
development, fiddling with currency to aid local interests was doubly wrong: illegal and counterproductive. 149

Madison read Jay’s report just as he began to collate what he called the “Vices of the Political System of the States.” 150 Perhaps the most famous personal memorandum of the revolutionary era, historians have connected its criticisms directly to Madison’s Virginia Plan for constitutional reform. 151 Take a closer look at some of the “political vices” that Madison famously identified in the spring of 1787. 152 After beginning with state failures to supply their requisitions to Congress, the second “vice” Madison identified was state “[e]ncroachments ... on the federal authority.” 153 Although such encroachments were “numerous,” the first example he used to illustrate this vice was “the wars and Treaties of Georgia with the Indians,” 154 a complaint that raised two Federalist grievances: decentralized war and treaty-making, and also uncontrolled western settlement, aided and abetted by some states. 155 “Violations of the law of nations and of treaties” was third on his list. 156 Attempting to understand the political sociology that had produced such policies, he observed,

From the number of [state] Legislatures, the sphere of life from which most of their members are taken, and the circumstances under which their legislative business is carried on, irregularities of this kind must frequently happen. Accordingly not a year

149. See Rakove, supra note 140, at 44.
150. See Madison, supra note 147.
151. See, e.g., Rakove, supra note 140, at 46-56, 101. Mary Bilder has suggested, after carefully sorting through Madison’s notes surrounding the Convention, that he did not have a coherent theory of interest-based republicanism before arriving in Philadelphia but instead developed it during and after the Constitutional Convention. The “Vices” memo, in particular, might have been a work-in-progress, revised over time, rather than a complete theory. Mary Sarah Bilder, Madison’s Hand: Reviving the Constitutional Convention 44-45, 243-44 (2015). Bilder demonstrates once again that constitutional reform remained a dynamic experiment before, during, and after the Convention. Id. The point here is that Jay’s detailed legal analysis of the states’ violations of international law was a crucial catalyst in that reform effort.
152. See Madison, supra note 147.
153. Id. at 348.
154. Id.
156. Madison, supra note 147, at 349.
has passed without instances of them in some one or other of the States. The Treaty of peace—the treaty with France—the treaty with Holland have each been violated.... The causes of these irregularities must necessarily produce frequent violations of the law of nations in other respects.157

He proceeded in the next item—“Trespasses of the States on the rights of each other”—to decry the epidemic of debtor relief laws.158 “Paper money, instalments [sic] of debts, occlusion of Courts, making property a legal tender, may likewise be deemed aggressions on the rights of other States.”159 These state laws targeted not only in-state creditors, but also creditors from other states and from “foreign nations.”160 The Articles of Confederation did give Congress “the sole and exclusive right and power of regulating the alloy and value of coin struck by their own authority, or by that of the respective States.”161 However, that was worthless without the power to block debtor relief laws.162 Consequently, the federal government needed power “to prevent those frauds on the citizens of other States, and the subjects of foreign powers, which might disturb the tranquility at home, or involve the Union in foreign contests.”163 The problems of congressional weakness and state oppression combined in debtor relief laws, where public opinion followed the lowest common denominator, local interests ganged up on interstate and foreign ones, other states retaliated, and there was no way for people with foresight to coordinate at a higher level of government and formulate better policy.164

Historians have focused on Madison’s concern for the interstate, or national, public good. His theory of factional checks and balances is why many consider him the most thoughtful constitution maker.165 At the Convention, he sought “a strong enegetic government”

157. Id.
158. Id.
159. Id.
160. Id.
161. ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION of 1781, art. IX, para. 4.
162. See Madison, supra note 147, at 349-50.
163. Id. at 350.
164. Id. at 349-50.
165. See THE FEDERALIST NO. 51, supra note 26, at 350-52 (James Madison); see also Madison, supra note 147, at 355-57.
that would also prevent the state legislatures from invading private rights. But more “energetic” in pursuit of what end? And whose rights? For him, this problem was inextricably tied to a larger good, as revealed when his examples shifted subtly from the interstate to the international. “Is it to be imagined,” he queried, “that an ordinary citizen or even an assembly-man of R. Island in estimating the policy of paper money, ever considered or cared in what light the measure would be viewed in France or Holland; or even in Massts or Connect.” Similarly, inconsistent trade laws among the states were “a snare not only to our citizens but to foreigners also.” Madison did not, of course, work to create a Constitution primarily for the benefit of those “foreigners.” Still, their rights—rights based on treaties and the law of nations, respect for which would redound to the benefit of the United States—were at the forefront of his mind when he analyzed the structure of constitutional government. In his concern about the international dimensions of constitutional reform, at least, Madison was not unusual.

Foreign criticism demonstrated to many Americans that although it might be possible for a confederation to operate with decentralized power internally, it would not be seen as a full-fledged nation for international purposes. And those purposes included making more than symbolic commercial treaties, such as that with Prussia in 1785. Some took another step: without full commercial and diplomatic relations, it was not possible for a decentralized polity to

166. See 1 The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, at 472 (Max Farrand ed., 1911); see also Madison, supra note 147, at 354.
167. Madison, supra note 147, at 355-56.
168. Id. at 354.
169. See, e.g., Crowley, supra note 81, at 97.
170. See Madison, supra note 147, at 349.
171. See Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, at 980-1015.
173. See Debates, supra note 172, at 104-05 (transcribing James Madison’s speech at the Convention of Virginia); see also Marks, supra note 66, at 154; Onuf & Onuf, supra note 155, at 101-02.
function well, even internally. 174 The pathologies flowing from ineffective foreign relations flowed both ways. Increasingly, it was impossible to separate internal from external dimensions of the revolutionary experiment.

B. The Constitutional Infrastructure of International Commerce

The communications circuit that carried information both ways across the Atlantic therefore deeply affected American constitution-making. Most historians instead treat foreign affairs as a discrete contributing factor and interpret its influence through a realist lens emphasizing national security. 175 The intrinsically sociable and integrating premise beneath the critique of the critical period, however, puts constitutional reform in another light. Bare national security was not the goal. The Federalists, as well as many of their opponents, sought much more than that (commercial development), and also a bit less (no permanent defense establishment). 176 They sought national development in hopes of fulfilling a revolutionary vision of thriving seaports, fully engaging in the Atlantic world of commerce, and of American settlers developing the backcountry at a moderate or (for some) fast pace, turning the vast treaty cession into a series of equal states. 177 Achieving these goals required that Americans attract overseas trade, foreign investors, and emi-

174. See, e.g., James Madison, Remarks at the Virginia Convention (June 7, 1788), in 9 THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION, supra note 96, at 1006, 1034 (recording Madison’s speech at the Virginia ratifying convention, complaining that “[t]he Confederation is so notoriously feeble, that foreign nations are unwilling to form any treaties with us”).


176. The Constitution empowered Congress “[t]o raise and support Armies” but such appropriations to two years maximum. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 12.

Trade, finance, and labor were therefore central to the constitutional vision, as the document and the debates made clear. Attracting these factors of development required, the constitution makers believed, careful attention to treaties and the law of nations, attention that is apparent in the constitutional text, its gloss, and surrounding contestation over how best to construct the document as a government.

Before exploring the text and the ratification debate, two historiographical monuments deserve attention. First, Charles Beard famously argued a century ago that the Federalists manufactured their Constitution to guarantee that the federal government would pay congressional debt in which they had heavily invested. Attacked repeatedly for its empirical claim, Beard’s “economic interpretation of the Constitution” still shapes much investigation into the making and ratification of the Constitution. Beard was half right. Economics, and specifically finance, did matter. But the
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183. Holton, supra note 77, at 7-9, 13-16, 274-78, and Bouton, supra note 132, at 83-87, offer variations on Beard’s theme, while a sophisticated updating of Beard’s coding of the interests of the delegates to the Philadelphia Convention and the state ratifying conventions can be found in Robert A. McGuire, To Form a More Perfect Union: A New Economic Interpretation of the United States Constitution (2003). Their work in turn shaped the frame of Michael Klarman’s narrative of the making of the Federal Constitution. Klarman, supra note 124. Klarman’s book mines the heroic 1-27 The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution, supra note 96, but his work, like Holton’s and Bouton’s, focuses on domestic debates, not least because the Documentary History does too, though it contains more foreign commentary than historians have hitherto noticed. In this they are all faithful to Beard. For criticisms of Beard’s use of evidence, see Robert E. Brown, Charles Beard and the Constitution: A Critical Analysis of “An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution” (1956); and Forrest McDonald, We the People: The Economic Origins of the Constitution (1958). For ideological alternatives, see Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (enlarged ed. 1992); and, especially, Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of the American Republic 1776-1789 (1998).

184. See Bouton, supra note 132, at 173-76, 178-79; Holton, supra note 77, at 55-95.
creditors who mattered most were foreigners not involved directly in the drafting and who would not staff the federal government.\textsuperscript{185} Finance mattered to the Framers because of the promise that international credit held out for national development, not because—or not just because—of the opportunities that such development offered specific Founders.\textsuperscript{186} If there was a conspiracy, it was not a domestic coup, and it is unconvincing to see the international communications circuit that generated the “critical period” diagnosis as an international plot aided by a domestic band of suddenly anti-revolutionary turncoats. The perception of what was learned in the 1780s about the tension between representative government and international commerce did not amount to a Thermidorian reaction. In fact, the Federalists believed that commercial integration had been a goal of the Revolution.\textsuperscript{187} Reform was not an economic conspiracy against the Revolution but rather the pursuit of revolutionary political economy.\textsuperscript{188}

The presence of foreign creditors in what has often been cast as a struggle between discrete classes within the United States raises another monument in the historiography of national development. Douglass North and Barry Weingast argued that the development of a more powerful Parliament after the Glorious Revolution made Britain’s commitments to repay loans more credible.\textsuperscript{189} More public participation in government gave investors greater confidence in the government’s willingness and capacity to repay money.\textsuperscript{190} North and Weingast focused on domestic creditors, using the effects of England’s Glorious Revolution as the central example.\textsuperscript{191} The growing strength of the Commons, and its representation of much of the investing public, gave investors greater confidence that the government’s commitments to repay debt were credible.\textsuperscript{192} The

\textsuperscript{185.} See infra Part III.
\textsuperscript{186.} See BOUTON, supra note 132, at 179.
\textsuperscript{187.} See Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, at 977-79; Hulsebosch, Revolutionary Portfolio, supra note 1, at 795-99 (describing the origins and purposes of the Continental Congress’s Model Commercial Treaty).
\textsuperscript{188.} See Golove & Hulsebosch, Civilized Nation, supra note 1, at 977-79.
\textsuperscript{190.} See id. at 804-05.
\textsuperscript{191.} See id.
\textsuperscript{192.} See id.
thesis has been tested or applied in various local contexts. The relationship between foreign investment and domestic constitutional development has by contrast been much less explored. What is especially interesting about the U.S. case is that the proportion of foreign ownership of U.S. public and private debt also increased over time; it was not just an inheritance of postcolonial revolution. Because foreigners could not vote, constitution makers could not rely on representative government as a signal of commitment, and neither could the investors rely on that mechanism for some kind of virtual representation. The political experience of the 1780s suggested just the opposite.

Instead, American constitution makers developed extra-representative structures to signal commitment and make it stick: separated powers, a unified executive, and effective courts, for instance. The Constitution’s infrastructure for international relations spread in two directions. Vertically, between the federal government and the states, the Constitution provided that the federal government would have absolute control over war and diplomacy, as well as at least preemptive control over international commerce, and it explicitly disabled the states from making war, raising troops without authority, and imposing external taxes. In short, the Constitution centralized control over war and peaceful interaction with other nations. Horizontally, the Constitution distributed the foreign affairs powers across the three branches, adding a strong Executive, an independent judiciary with jurisdiction over a host of cases implicating foreign affairs, and obliging all branches, as well as the states,
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to treat existing and future treaties as the supreme law of the land.\textsuperscript{199} Treaty-making was the province of the President and the Senate, not the more popular House of Representatives.\textsuperscript{200} Similarly, the Executive would control formal diplomacy.\textsuperscript{201} However, Congress would regulate international commerce, and it retained the ultimate sovereign power: the power to declare war.\textsuperscript{202}

In addition, a striking characteristic of all the revolutionary constitutions was their disabling provisions. Many of these hallmarks of the “limited government” in the Federal Constitution bore directly on foreign affairs, again in both war and peace. Article I, Sections 9 and 10, in the Federal Constitution, for example, prohibited the federal and state governments from certain actions entirely, and not only to preserve the lines of federalism. Neither could enact ex post facto laws.\textsuperscript{203} Most prohibitions relative to commerce were, however, aimed at the states.\textsuperscript{204} In addition to stripping the states of any formal foreign affairs powers, the states could not “emit Bills of Credit[, or] make any Thing but gold or silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts,” or make any “Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts.”\textsuperscript{205}

Taking direct aim at the fiscal policy of several states, the prohibition of state paper money and debt relief were controversial.\textsuperscript{206} Six months before the Convention, in response to county petitions asking the Virginia legislature to print paper money, and reporting that some colonies had used it safely before the Revolution, Madison pleaded in the alternative.\textsuperscript{207} First, he denied that paper money ever

\textsuperscript{199} \textit{See id.} arts. II, III, VI.
\textsuperscript{200} \textit{See id.} art. II, § 2.
\textsuperscript{201} \textit{See id.}
\textsuperscript{202} \textit{See id.} art I, § 8, cls. 3, 11.
\textsuperscript{203} \textit{Id.} art. I, § 9, cl. 3; \textit{id.} art. I, § 10, cl. 1.
\textsuperscript{204} \textit{See, e.g.}, \textit{id.} art. I, § 10.
\textsuperscript{205} \textit{Id.} art. I, § 10, cl. 1. The Convention also considered prohibiting the federal government from issuing paper money but in the end balked, apparently not wishing to prevent the government from issuing such as an emergency measure. \textit{2 The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787}, at 439 (Max Farrand ed., 1911).
\textsuperscript{206} For a sympathetic account of that resistance, see Holton, supra note 77. For the efficacy and resistance to paper money in early America, see Ferguson, supra note 4; see also John P. Kaminski, \textit{Paper Politics: The Northern State Loan-Offices During the Confederation, 1783-1790} (1989) (arguing that paper money continued to function well in a few northern states that possessed revenue, such as customs revenue, to retire the paper).
\textsuperscript{207} \textit{See James Madison, Notes for Speech Opposing Paper Money, in 9 The Papers of James Madison, supra note 138, at 158, 158-59.}
functioned well. Next, he stated that the conventional wisdom about paper money had changed since the colonial period (it was “not then understood”) and, significantly, “w[oul]d[ not then, nor now succeed in Great Britain &c.” Driving home the reputational point, Madison added that if Virginia enacted a paper money scheme, it would be “conspiring with the examples of other States to disgrace Republican Govts. in the eyes of mankind.” Paper money was just no longer, he thought, on the legislative menu for civilized states. In addition, Madison argued that state paper money threatened the interstate and international economy: it facilitated “fraud in States towards each other or foreigners.”

At the Philadelphia Convention, many delegates joined Roger Sherman on August 28 in believing that “this [is] a favorable crisis for crushing paper money.” Sherman’s home state of Connecticut had close commercial ties to Rhode Island, and merchants in the land of steady habits had been harmed by its neighbor’s liberal emission of paper money as legal tender that would be accepted in Rhode Island courts to settle debts. Under the draft of the Constitution produced by the Committee of Detail and presented to the Convention on August 6th, the states would have been able to request permission from Congress to emit bills of credit (which functioned as legal tender), as they could with tonnage duties, troops, or interstate and foreign compacts. Sherman proposed instead an absolute prohibition, and only Madison’s Virginia
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210. Madison, supra note 207, at 159.
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213. 2 The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, supra note 205, at 439.
214. See Grubb, supra note 212, at 14-16. The tension led to proposals in the Connecticut legislature, on the eve of the Philadelphia Convention, to introduce commodity money as legal tender, but these failed. See, e.g., Debates in the House of Assembly of Connecticut, on a Tender Act, Worcester Mag., June 1787, at 3 (reporting debates from May 1787).
215. See U.S. Const. art. I, § 10, cl. 3; 2 The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, supra note 205, at 435. For the Committee of Detail’s draft of this provision, see 2 The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, supra note 205, at 144.
delegation voted against the proposal. After this overwhelming vote in favor of banning state paper money, Rufus King of Massachusetts proposed copying the month-old Northwest Ordinance and adding a prohibition on state legislation interfering with the obligation of contracts. The Contract Clause passed seven states to three.

After the Convention, Madison recycled his notes from the debate in the Virginia legislature to defend the bans on paper money and debtor relief legislation in Article I, Section 10, as necessary to restore confidence between men as well as “the character of Republican Government.” Different public currencies among the states would hamper trade, “[t]he subjects of foreign powers might suffer from the same cause, and hence the Union be discredited and embroiled by the indiscretion of a single member.” Connecticut’s delegates Roger Sherman and Oliver Ellsworth (who later drafted the Judiciary Act) emphasized in their letter to the state governor transmitting the draft Constitution that the prohibitions on state bills of credit, paper money, and “impairing the obligation of contracts by ex post facto laws was thought necessary as a security to commerce, in which the interest of foreigners as well as the citizens of different states may be affected.” Charles Pinckney of South Carolina went further, embracing hard money even more tightly than most Federalists. “This section,” he exclaimed about Article
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218. Id. Madison, notably, wondered aloud whether the prohibition of ex post facto laws would prevent state interferences with contracts, making King’s proposal redundant. Id. at 440. Madison’s assumption that the Ex Post Facto Clause extended beyond criminal to civil legislation met resistance by a Blackstone-toting John Dickinson of Delaware, which only demonstrated to Dickinson the necessity of the Contract Clause to prohibit some ex post facto civil legislation. See id. at 448-49.
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221. Letter from Roger Sherman & Oliver Ellsworth to Governor Huntington (Sept. 26, 1787), in 3 THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION, supra note 96, at 351, 352; see also James McHenry, Speech at Maryland’s Constitutional Convention (Nov. 29, 1787), in 14 THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION, supra note 96, at 279, 284 (reporting the Convention’s conclusion that “the best security that could be given for the Public faith at home and the extension of Commerce with Foreigners”).
222. Charles Pinckney, Speech at the South Carolina Convention (May 17, 1788), in 27 THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION, supra note 96, at 353,
I, Section 10, is “the soul of the constitution.” The prohibitions on the states would “cultivate those principles of public honor and private honesty which are the only sure road to national character and happiness.” Silently invoking Gresham’s Law, he maintained that revolutionary experience proved that paper money chased hard money out of the country, disabling international trade: “[A]ll the foreign merchants trading to America must suffer and lose by it; therefore that it must ever be a discouragement to commerce.” That, he concluded, devastated the export-driven economy of South Carolina and elsewhere. Like Madison, he invoked interstate fairness and the benefits of a uniform public currency. “But above all,” he insisted,

how much will this section tend to restore your credit with foreigners—to rescue your national character from that contempt which must ever follow the most flagrant violations of public faith and private honesty. No more shall paper money—no more shall tender laws, drive their commerce from our shores, and darken,—... the American name in every country where it is known.... No more shall the widow, the orphan and the stranger become the miserable victims of unjust rulers. Your government shall now indeed be a government of laws.

A government of laws did not allow local politics to interfere with international trade. Similarly, during the ratification debates, North Carolina Federalist Archibald Maclaine emphasized the connection between paper money, discrimination against foreigners in the state courts, and the economic recession. “The United States are, and for some
years have been, without any national character,” he argued while trying to move the reluctant state to hold a ratifying convention,

Foreigners say, and they say truly, that we have no government—Even in this state, our policy is so wretched, that we have lost all credit, the very soul of commerce. No foreigner, no not an individual of any of our sister states, will trust us with a shilling. Our paper money, and our judicial decisions, banish all confidence; and the former has banished all gold and silver—Let paper money be no longer a tender, and justice be done to those who have transactions with us, and I will venture to assert that we shall soon have among us, a pound value in gold and silver, for every shilling in paper which we now possess.231

Paper money had served a valuable purpose in colonial America, Federalists conceded. But it was not functioning as well in the independent states. It flowed more easily across borders, rather than remaining, more or less, local, and the states lacked realistic plans for retiring that paper. As the United States entered a new international economy, many Federalists concluded, it had to learn lessons from Britain, which had good credit across Europe.232 “Were it possible for the nations abroad to suppose Great-Britain would emit bills on the terms whereon they have issued in America,” asked a Maryland Federalist in January 1788,

how soon would the wide arch of that mighty empire tumble into ruins? In no other country in the universe has prevailed the idea of supplying, by promissory notes, the want of coin, for commerce and taxes. In America, indeed, they have heretofore served many valuable purposes.... But when every thing demonstrates the season to be past; when the credit of America, in all places, depends on the security she shall give to contracts, it would be madness in the states to be tenacious of their right. So long as Europe shall believe we regard not justice, gratitude and honour, so long will America labour under the disadvantages of

231. Id. at 439.
232. See Aristides, Remarks on the Proposed Plan of a Federal Government, in 11 The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution, supra note 96, at 224, 246. The editors identify the author as Alexander Contee Hanson, then a judge on the Maryland General Court. Id. at 224.
an individual, who attempts to make good his way through the world with a blasted reputation.233

Many opponents of these restrictions on state power agreed that paper money and legislative alterations of contracts were generally unwise policy. There were, however, special circumstances that might justify extreme measures. This was the same logic that some Federalists had used at the Convention to defeat the extension of the prohibition to the federal government.234 In times of “great public calamities and distress,” Antifederalist Luther Martin argued, the government should “prevent the wealthy creditor and the monied man from totally destroying the poor though even industrious debtor.”235 For men like Martin and Patrick Henry, the claim of state necessity, itself informed by the law of nations, remained valid for the individual states.236 At the least, they maintained in an early instance of southern constitutional jurisprudence, the states possessed just as much right to claim it as the federal government.237

If the states could not, or on principle would not, grant debt relief, another route to the same end ran through jury nullification.238 Henry, never afraid of smoking guns, put it more clearly than most. The Supremacy Clause, federal courts, and the prohibition on state debt relief would combine to ruin Virginia’s farmers.239 To top it off, the proposed Constitution did not on its face require that the federal courts have juries in civil cases.240 Even that safety valve for local interests was imperiled. “If ... amendments are not obtained,” he warned toward the end of Virginia’s convention, as ratification
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seemed inevitable, “the trial by jury is gone: British debtors will be ruined by being dragged to the Federal Court—and the liberty and happiness of our citizens gone—never again to be recovered.”

Edmund Randolph disagreed, at least about those debts. “The British debts, which are withheld contrary to treaty, ought to be paid. Not only the law of nations, but justice and honor require that they be punctually discharged.”

In addition, Article VI pledged that “[a]ll Debts contracted and Engagements entered into” before the Constitution would remain valid against the new federal government. This unusual retroactivity provision was followed by another, in the Supremacy Clause, in which the new government, its courts, and state courts would treat not only the Constitution and federal law as the supreme law of the land, but also “all Treaties made, or which shall be made” under the new government. Outstanding confederation debt and existing treaties would bind the new government, and Article III made clear that federal court jurisdiction would extend as well to “[t]reaties made, or which shall be made.” There would be no repudiation of domestic or foreign public debt, or of the private British debts.

Coming away from a Convention filled with compromises, the leading Federalists tried to make sense of just how a system of government based on it would work. What they saw was what they had originally sought: greater insulation of foreign policy from the state legislatures and the more democratic house of Congress. Hamilton’s first count in his bill of particulars against the Confederation in The Federalist 15 went directly to this point: “Are there engagements to the performance of which we are held by every tie
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The predictable result was a state of “national humiliation ... degrading to] the character of an independent nation” and rendering the Confederation incapable of even acting the part of a civilized nation: “Is respectability in the eyes of foreign powers a safeguard against foreign encroachments? The imbecility of our Government even forbids them to treat with us: Our ambassadors abroad are the mere pageants of mimic sovereignty.” So, too, was Congress.

John Jay offered similar indictments in his early essays. Jay wrote only four numbers, but the contributions of the Confederation’s Secretary of Foreign Affairs focused on the inefficacy of the states’ diplomacy near and far. Sounding a central theme of The Federalist, he counseled that the best defense against foreign aggressions was preemptive discipline over the American states and citizens. A single national government would control treaty interpretation, rein in both state legislation and private provocations, and have the capacity, through the presidency, to negotiate capably. “[A] cordial Union under an efficient national Government, affords them the best security that can be devised against hostilities from abroad.” Why? Because “the Union tends most to preserve the people in a state of peace with other nations.” An effective state was a peaceful one, one able to harmonize policy,
legal interpretation of treaties and the law of nations, and the enforcement of both within the United States.

Hamilton and Madison elaborated that theme, focusing on governmental rather than individual violations of the law of nations. British criticism, loyalist complaints and lawsuits, and Federalist legal analysis had made these violations legion. So it was natural that Hamilton referred to foreign opinion. In *Federalist* 22, for example, he cited a recent Parliamentary debate in which a leading member argued that it was appropriate to continue with a series of temporary, rather than permanent, commercial statutes regulating commerce with the United States “until it should appear whether the American government was likely or not to acquire greater consistency.” Hamilton had to confess that the Member of Parliament was right:

> No nation acquainted with the nature of our political association would be unwise enough to enter into stipulations with the United States, by which they conceded privileges of any importance to them, while they were apprised that the engagements on the part of the Union, might at any moment be violated by its members.259

The Constitution, Hamilton asserted, would change all of that.260

If Madison’s *Federalist* 10 was the lodestar for the Beardian Constitution of domestic interests, his *Federalist* 63 might be a good candidate for the international Constitution. In that number, Madison put away his doubts about the Senate, with its equal representation of each state, and defended its role in treaty-making instead of the more democratic House.261 With full participation of Congress in treaty-making, Madison warned, “the esteem of foreign powers will not only be forfeited by an unenlightened and variable policy, proceeding from the causes already mentioned; but the national councils will not possess that sensibility to the opinion of the world.” He went on to explain that “the judgment of other nations
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is important to every government for two reasons.” The first was that, “independently of the merits of any particular plan or measure, it is desirable on various accounts, that it should appear to other nations as the offspring of a wise and honorable policy.” Nations respected other nations that made wise decisions. The second was that “in doubtful cases, particularly where the national councils may be warped by some strong passion, or momentary interest, the presumed or known opinion of the impartial world, may be the best guide that can be followed.”

What did Madison mean by the “opinion of the impartial world”? His method was to refer to ancient and modern history and the known rules of international relations. The phrase recalled Adam Smith’s internalized moral compass of “an impartial spectator,” and suggested that, for Madison, lessons learned from the past and abroad ought to be internalized in national morality. Jay and Hamilton agreed, looking even more explicitly to the law of nations as a guide to international decision-making. The authors of *The Federalist* juxtaposed the traditional customs of international engagement to transient domestic politics and found in the former truths that had been tested over time. Those known and conventional rules, tried by history and supported by reason, would offer a better guide to foreign policy than factional or even majoritarian impulses. An opportunistic nation could gain from another nation’s folly, taking advantage of the latter in a zero-sum transaction. But there was a positive-sum alternative to this situation: nations gained more together when each conducted itself honorably, defined as adhering to the law of nations. “What has not America lost by her want of character with foreign nations,” Madison asked, “[a]nd how many errors and follies would she not have avoided, if
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the justice and propriety of her measures had in every instance been previously tried by the light in which they would probably appear to the unbiased part of mankind? There was an “unbiased” perspective on national behavior available in the larger world. Real and imagined, it was perceived as insistent in the 1780s.

III. THE FOREIGN RATIFICATION DEBATE

Although the ratification debates featured much discussion of the United States’ international obligations—much more than historians typically note—the constitutional protection of British rights received, unsurprisingly, less attention in the published literature. As soon as the Convention ended, however, the British consuls read the document and sent home excited commentaries. Federalists then explained to British representatives what the document meant for their interests, sometimes glossing over limitations or not correcting favorable misimpressions. The large exception to their hope was the obstacles British creditors continued to face in Virginia and, to a lesser extent, in South Carolina and Georgia.

A. Persuading the British

Upon reading the document and talking to Federalists, the consuls penned breathless reports home and enclosed the printed document—the first copies to reach Europe. “As far as I can judge,” Phineas Bond reported from Philadelphia three days after the Convention ended, “the sober and discreet Part of the Community approve of the Plan in its present Form, & where due Consideration is paid to the democratic Temper of the Times, it is perhaps the best Shape in which it could have been handed forth to the People.”

Consul George Miller observed in Charleston,

If it is approved of, and should be adopted, it promises, I think, to rescue Congress from that Inefficient situation in which they have long stood, as it grants sufficient powers to comply with,
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271. Letter from Phineas Bond to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Sept. 20, 1787), Foreign Office 4/5, British National Archives.
and enforce their Treaties and other National Engagements, without submitting to the Controul of State Legislatures.\textsuperscript{272}

By late December, Miller had “little doubt” that South Carolina would ratify it.\textsuperscript{273} Already by October 3rd, Sir John Temple confidently reported from New York that he had “no doubt” that the Constitution would be adopted and that George Washington would “undoubtedly” become the first President.\textsuperscript{274} All that turned out to be correct. At those early dates, however, the perspective betrayed itself as Federalist. Ratification proved to be a longer and more uncertain process.\textsuperscript{275}

The consuls learned much just by reading the short document. It seemed straightforward and addressed several diplomatic concerns. In case they missed anything, American guides were available and occasionally insistent. There was nothing like the printed ratification literature, of course, addressed just to the British and other foreign audiences. But in diplomatic conversations and correspondence, Federalists told British contacts that the Constitution changed everything about British-American relations. To this audience, Federalists presented the Constitution as a package of radical reforms.

The consuls kept close tabs on the ratification debates and on the tally of states in favor of the new document. Rumors abounded that

\textsuperscript{272} Letter from George Miller to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Nov. 17, 1787), Foreign Office 4/5, British National Archives.

\textsuperscript{273} Letter from George Miller to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Dec. 24, 1787), Foreign Office 4/5, British National Archives. The state did so five months later. \textit{The South Carolina Convention, Friday, 23 May 1788}, in 27 \textsc{The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution}, \textit{supra} note 96, at 388, 393-96.

\textsuperscript{274} Letter from John Temple to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Oct. 3, 1787), Foreign Office 4/5, British National Archives. One semi-official observer—the dyspeptic Peter Allaire, who worked as a spy for an undersecretary of state and tried to undermine Temple and Bond in hopes of replacing them—dissented from the positive reports. He predicted that each state would resist being “reduced to a meer Corporation Town,” that the Confederation would endure without reform, and in a few years the states would dissolve into a “Civil War.” Peter Allaire, Occurrences from 5 August to 5 October 1787 (Oct. 5, 1787), Foreign Office 4/5, British National Archives. He was alone among the local British observers in predicting that ratification would fail, but other foreign observers agreed that the choice was between ratification and dissolution. See \textsc{Hill}, \textit{supra} note 172, at 112 (reporting a French official’s assessment).

\textsuperscript{275} For an excellent overview, see generally \textsc{Pauline Maier}, \textit{Ratification: The People Debate the Constitution, 1787-1788} (2010).
North Carolina had rejected it; Virginia and New York might do so.\textsuperscript{276} It was widely believed that Congress would have to default on foreign loans from its allies in 1788 or 1789 if it did not get the power to tax. It only managed to meet interest payments in 1787, one observer reported to the Secretary of State, by taking out a new loan from Amsterdam.\textsuperscript{277}

Along with the consuls, an important conduit of information from 1788 to 1791 was Major George Beckwith. He had been a British army intelligence officer during the American Revolution and, in the 1790s, began ascending the higher rungs of the imperial ladder, starting with the governorship of Bermuda, then the richer Barbadian governorship, and finally appointment in 1820 as the Commander-in-Chief of the British military in Ireland.\textsuperscript{278} In the late 1780s, though, he was an aide to Lord Dorchester, the Governor-General of the Canadas.\textsuperscript{279} With the Secretary of State’s approval, Dorchester sent Beckwith several times to the United States in the late 1780s and early 1790s as an unofficial emissary.\textsuperscript{280} Beckwith’s official portfolio remained ambiguous. He did not, for example, possess a commission from the Privy Council but rather only a letter of introduction from Dorchester.\textsuperscript{281} Yet, on at least one occasion, he implied to Alexander Hamilton that Dorchester would not keep sending him without the Cabinet’s “knowledge,” and during his later trips, after 1790, he acted on the Secretary of State’s orders.\textsuperscript{282}

\textsuperscript{276} Letter from Phineas Bond to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Sept. 2, 1788), Foreign Office 4/6, British National Archives; Letter from Phineas Bond to the Marquess of Carmarthen (June 28, 1788), Foreign Office 4/6, British National Archives.

\textsuperscript{277} Peter Allaire, Occurrences from 6 December to the 2d January 1788 (Jan. 3, 1788) (enclosed in Letter from George Yonge to Marquess of Carmarthen), Foreign Office 4/6, British National Archives.

\textsuperscript{278} Paul David Nelson, \textit{Beckwith, Major George (1753-March 20, 1823)}, \textit{in 1 SPIES, WIRETAPS, AND SECRET OPERATIONS: AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN ESPIONAGE} 79 (Glenn P. Hastedt ed., 2011).

\textsuperscript{279} See id. Dorchester, when known as Sir Guy Carleton, had been Commander-in-Chief of North America during the Revolution. See Paul David Nelson, \textit{Dorchester, Guy Carleton, Lord (September 23, 1724-November 10, 1808)}, \textit{in 1 SPIES, WIRETAPS, AND SECRET OPERATIONS: AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN ESPIONAGE}, supra note 278, at 251.

\textsuperscript{280} See Douglas Brymner, \textit{Report on Canadian Archives} xxxvi (1891) [hereinafter \textit{CANADIAN ARCHIVES}].

\textsuperscript{281} See id.

\textsuperscript{282} See id. at xxxvi-xxxvii. At one point, during the Nootka Sound crisis, Dorchester gave Beckwith two sets of instructions: one open and diplomatic, as an emissary from Canada, to give him access to American officials; and another secret, instructing him to inquire about
Always the military intelligence officer, Beckwith kept extensive notes on his conversations, some redacted and others supposedly verbatim. Dorchester then forwarded Beckwith’s notes to London.283

If Major Beckwith’s primary mission was secret, his presence and general purpose were not. Americans saw him as direct connection to the highest levels of imperial government.284 Every time Beckwith traveled south to the United States, cabinet members, Congressmen, state officials, and other notables sought him out. He asked everyone what his superiors wanted to know: Would the new government enforce outstanding treaty obligations? Would it ensure that British creditors got repaid? That assurance was required before the King would send an official envoy and negotiate a commercial treaty. After a few fact-finding trips, Beckwith became modestly impressed with the new government. When visiting in mid-1788, during the ratification campaign, he reported home that

[t]here is a general growing British interest in the states and it will be good policy to hold a friendly language to that country, and to shew [sic] a disposition to form a treaty of commerce with them, whenever they shall have established a government and shewn [sic] that they have something solid to bestow in return.285

specific topics of concern to the larger empire and directing him to report directly to Westminster when appropriate. See, e.g., Letter from Lord Dorchester to Major Beckwith (June 27, 1790), in CANADIAN ARCHIVES, supra note 280, at 144, 144. For an American assessment of Beckwith’s authority, see Memorandum from Alexander Hamilton to George Washington (July 8, 1790), in 6 THE PAPERS OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON 484, 484-85 (Harold C. Syrett & Jacob E. Cooke eds., 1962). Secretary of State Jefferson spoke less frequently with Beckwith because he deemed it improper for the Secretary of State to discuss diplomacy with an “informal agent.” Thomas Jefferson, Memorandum on Meeting with Senate Committee (Jan. 4, 1792), in 23 THE PAPERS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 19, 22 (Charles T. Cullen ed., 1990).

283. See Letter from Lord Dorchester to Major Beckwith, supra note 282.

284. The accomplished Jefferson historian Julian P. Boyd was most likely mistaken in believing that President Washington and his cabinet had no clear sense of Beckwith’s role. His further argument that Hamilton used the relationship to dupe Washington into believing that Britain was eager for an alliance, and thereby made “secret attempts to control American foreign policy,” is not persuasive. JULIAN P. BOYD, NUMBER 7: ALEXANDER HAMILTON’S SECRET ATTEMPTS TO CONTROL AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY (1964); see also Jacob E. Cooke, 81 POL. SCI. Q. 130 (1966) (reviewing JULIAN P. BOYD, NUMBER 7: ALEXANDER HAMILTON’S SECRET ATTEMPT TO CONTROL AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY (1964)). Still, Boyd’s outraged tone captures something important about Beckwith’s missions: indirect diplomacy was the only diplomacy Britain was willing to offer in the first two years of the Washington Administration.

285. George Beckwith, Opinions and Observations of Different Persons Respecting the
He nicely observed that the Constitution had persuaded “the most enlightened” of the loyalists to become Federalists, reconciling themselves to the fact “that the re-union of the empire is impracticable.” But note his judgment that, after ratification and before elections, there was still no government, and also that waning hostility and the emergence of a group favorable to Britain were not sufficient reasons for a new treaty.

The Constitution was a positive sign, but much remained to be done. An open question was the time period over which the new government should be judged. Shrewdly, though perhaps too pessimistically, Beckwith noted that “sensible federalists view the new system as a work for their posterity” and “doubt[ed] whether any of its advantages w[ould] be felt in their time.” Revenue was the largest problem. The new government had to “collect[ ] taxes and prevent[ ] smuggling,” which frustrated customs collection. These efforts faced popular resistance. To account for the Confederation’s “disordered” finances, Beckwith reported that “the root of the evil” lay in the states and their “successive violations of the public faith and credit, the injudicious circulation of paper money, its various depreciations,” and statutes “undeniably calculated to serve individuals at the general expense.” Consequently, “it must be a work both of time and great good sense to give credit and dignity to their Government.”

The United States also needed a military. The existing army was insufficient even to keep peace on “the Indian frontiers.” After noticing the American grievance that the British military was still occupying several western forts, and that the army could not subdue the Native American nations there who resisted U.S. sovereignty, Beckwith suggested to Hamilton that Britain participate with the
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United States, in Canadian Archives, supra note 280, at 100, 103 (enclosed in Letter from Lord Dorchester to Lord Sydney (Oct. 14, 1788)).

286. Id. at 102. Though many Loyalists of “the lower order are violent antifederalists,” Beckwith reported, and he hoped that if constitutional reform failed, the states would rejoin the empire. Id.

287. See id. at 102-04.
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United States in peacemaking efforts with the Ohio Valley nations. The offer probably stemmed from British qualms about ceding western land without even explaining the cession to allied Native American nations as well as from a desire to protect British fur trading interests. It was an early example of a proposal that Britain later made for a buffer zone of relative Native American autonomy. Hamilton rebuffed this proposal, as Americans would all the others. It was “consistent with our system to terminate Indian differences by accommodation,” Hamilton told Beckwith, at least after operations had moved along so far. One reason it was too late was because white settlers in the Ohio Valley would not accept peace: “[W]e could not put a negative upon this business without disobliging our Western people.” Beckwith appeared to understand the rejection, and he did not suggest that the Native nations should be accorded full sovereignty. When, two years later, an envoy suggested British mediation and even a “barrier,” Hamilton remained firmly opposed and resisted [the] insinuation of the good effect that would arise from requesting the Kings mediation, by stating that a part of the Indians, now engaged in war with the United States, lived within their territory and were considered in some measure as their subjects, and that upon that ground no external intervention could be allowed.

In addition, a three-way negotiation “would degrade the United States in the estimation of the Indians, and sow the seeds of future

296. Id. at 112-13.
297. Id.
dissension, as the latter would be tempted to aggression by the expectation of a similar interference on any other occasion.” 299 In other words, the United States needed recognition from the Native American nations too, and Britain was crucial to that process too. The British seemed to accept this answer, though they continued offering mediation. However benevolent the intent, these proposals were received as assaults on full American sovereignty: a civilized state, Hamilton insisted, had at least supervisory power over the indigenous people within its territory. European diplomats understood that position. In addition, Hamilton assumed that the Native Americans were familiar with that principle too and would not respect the United States should it forego that prerogative.

An even larger issue was treaty obligations. For Beckwith, the issue was whether Americans would follow the steps necessary to make the Constitution succeed. “[I]t remains yet to be decided,” he wrote to Lord Dorchester just weeks before elections for the new Congress, “whether the people of the states at large are in a disposition to submit to measures unavoidably requisite, if they are to be a nation, connected with foreign powers, either, by political or commercial treaties.” 300 Would the American people use the Constitution to become a nation, able to undertake relations with other nations? During his return visits, Beckwith tried to answer his own question.

“[T]he real views of communities, as well as of individuals,” he told Hamilton in 1789, “are rather to be gathered from their conduct than from their professions.” 301 To prove that the treaty would be enforced, his American informants emphasized the role of the Constitution’s Supremacy Clause and the federal judiciary. Hamilton was Beckwith’s most frequent interlocutor. “We have lately established a Government upon principles,” he assured the emissary, “that in my opinion render it safe for any nation to enter into Treaties with us, either Commercial or Political, which has not hitherto been the case.” 302 He had written similarly in the Federalist Papers

300. Beckwith, supra note 285, at 102 (emphasis added).
301. Letter from Lord Dorchester to Lord Grenville (Oct. 25, 1789), in CANADIAN ARCHIVES, supra note 280, at 121, 126 (enclosing communications with different persons).
302. Id. at 125.
in late 1787. Over the next few years, he kept repeating it to British diplomats. The Constitution “has declared Treaties with Foreign powers to be the law of the land,” Hamilton told Beckwith in 1790, “the Judges in general are men whose opinions on this subject are perfectly well ascertained, and nothing but an insurrection in opposition to their decisions can in future prevent the regular and usual course of justice.” Similarly, the paper tender laws, which allowed debtors to pay creditors in depreciated currency, were “done away with by the present Government, which has paid the most particular attention to this in the formation and establishment of its Judiciary branch; the District Courts will be in immediate operation; the supreme court very shortly.” In sum, Hamilton explained to Beckwith that a leading purpose for the constitutional prohibitions on state power in Article I, Section 10, as well for creating a federal judiciary, was to ensure that American debtors repaid their foreign creditors in full.

Senator William Samuel Johnson also focused Beckwith’s attention on the courts. Johnson (1727-1819) sat on the Connecticut Superior Court in the late colonial period, and on the eve of the Revolution he traveled to London as the colony’s agent. He had remained loyal during the war and was arrested for communicating with the enemy when he pleaded for peace with British Commander-in-Chief Thomas Gage. Reintegrating smoothly after the war, Johnson served as a Connecticut delegate to the Confederation Congress beginning in 1784, to the Constitutional Convention in 1787, and then as the state’s federal senator from 1789-1791. Following in the footsteps of his father, the more famous and active loyalist Samuel Johnson, he was president of Columbia College from

303. The Federalist No. 22, supra note 26, at 143-44 (Alexander Hamilton).
304. Letter from Lord Dorchester to Mr. Grenville (Nov. 20, 1790), in Canadian Archives, supra note 280, at 163, 165 (enclosing communications from different persons).
305. Letter from Lord Dorchester to Lord Grenville, supra note 301, at 127.
308. Id. at 120.
309. Id. at 126.
310. See id. at 133, 138.
1787 to 1800. William’s son and fellow loyalist attended the Inns of Court during the Revolution, and then pursued patronage to serve in the remaining British American colonies. Senator Johnson drew on his old connections with British officials to request assistance in obtaining a place for his son on the Bermuda Council in 1790. Although the application ultimately failed, the Consul-General Temple in New York vouched that Johnson had been “constantly attached to his Majesty & to his Government” during the war, “had a great share in framing the New Constitution and would probably be sent Minister to London if the states were not fearful of his being too much attached to the Interests & Government of G. Britain.”

At the same time that he sought patronage for his son, Johnson tried to persuade Beckwith that the new Constitution marked a dramatic change in Anglo-American relations, one that should compel Britain’s government to send an accredited diplomat to the new republic. He promised Beckwith in 1790 that the new federal judiciary would give British creditors “the most perfect satisfaction in their proceedings,” although the impoverishment of many debtors remained a practical obstacle to collection. Johnson added that it is remarkable that the present Chief Justice (Mr. John Jay) was the Minister for foreign affairs, who reported the various infractions of the Treaty of Peace, by the State Legislatures, and is it possible to suppose, that what he openly acknowledged in his political character, will not equally affect his decisions on the Bench ...

311. Id. at 129, 163.
312. See Letter from John Temple to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Oct. 2, 1788), Foreign Office 4/6, British National Archives.
313. See id.
314. Id.
315. See Letter from Lord Dorchester to Mr. Grenville (May 27, 1790), in CANADIAN ARCHIVES, supra note 280, at 133, 135, 138.
316. Id. at 137.
317. Id.; see also Letter from Lord Dorchester to Mr. Grenville, supra note 304, at 165 (communicating Secretary of the Northwest Territory Winthrop Sargent’s report that “our Judiciary has declared Treaties with Foreign powers to be the law of the land; the Judges in general are men whose opinions on this subject are perfectly well ascertained, and nothing but an insurrection in opposition to their decisions can in future prevent the regular and usual course of justice”). For Johnson’s and Sargent’s identities as the sources quoted in these letters, see CANADIAN ARCHIVES, supra note 280, at xli–xlii; see also BOYD, supra note 284, 33
Johnson, like Hamilton, never failed to connect such promises with requests that Britain send an accredited diplomat to America.\textsuperscript{318}

Other senators developed the theme that the courts would do justice to British creditors. Amidst the second session of the first Congress, New Jersey Senator (and future Supreme Court Justice) William Paterson reported to Beckwith that American debtors fully realized that the new judiciary would hear claims based on the Treaty of Peace.\textsuperscript{319} Indeed, in the states south of Maryland, “the expected operation of the federal Courts has given the most serious alarms” because “in these States the Merchants and Planters are greatly indebted to the Merchants of England, and to be sure for years past a Spirit of Government has been manifested equally dishonest and unjust.”\textsuperscript{320} The Southerners realized that, under the new federal government, “this must now cease.”\textsuperscript{321} Other observers were more cautious. Consul George Miller in Charleston was disappointed that the southern legislatures continued to pass debt-relief legislation, which left him “not so sanguine” about the effect of the new federal government.\textsuperscript{322} Still, he could not “help expressing his hopes, that the Federal Courts of Justice will pay little or no regard to many of them [that is, debtor relief laws].”\textsuperscript{323}

These promises about the federal courts became even more plausible after the passage of the Judiciary Act in late September of 1801.
1789. British observers read the statute closely. The day before the President signed the bill into law, Consul-General Temple, who had read the statute, exclaimed in a letter to the Foreign Secretary that

the Definitive Treaty is now acknowledged to be the Law of the Land, and every thing contrary to that Treaty is, by Congress, repealed in the several states, if therefore any British subject meets with injustice in the recovery of his debts from the subjects of these states, or of the lawful interest due upon the same, he may have justice done him by applying to the Federal Courts now Established agreeably to the Constitution.324

To him, the creation of federal courts promised the enforcement of the treaty.

The Judiciary Act deserved more careful analysis than Temple gave it. He assumed that this jurisdictional statute automatically executed the Supremacy Clause and the specific prohibitions on state legislation in Article I, Section 10. Creditors still needed to bring judicial cases to work out whether those state laws actually did impose forbidden “impediments.”325 Temple also did not mention the absence of original federal question jurisdiction, which included cases arising under treaties, or the jurisdictional minimum for alienage cases ($500).326 However, he rightly emphasized that the courts offered a new enforcement mechanism to vindicate British rights.327

Early in 1790, Temple exultantly reported that “[t]he Supreme Federal Court opened in this City yesterday, in which Court it is to be supposed every foreigner may now obtain Justice.”328 A reintegrated loyalist sent the same news to the British Secretary of State’s office on the same day, adding that the event proved that “we [are] now in Every Respect—A Nation.”329 Many federal courts,

324. Letter from John Temple to the Duke of Leeds (Sept. 23, 1789), Foreign Office 4/7, British National Archives. The Judiciary Act was enacted on September 24, 1789. Judiciary Act of 1789, 1 Stat. 73, 93.
325. See Definitive Treaty of Peace, supra note 55, at 82-83.
326. See Judiciary Act of 1789 §§ 11-12, 1 Stat. 73, 78-80.
327. See Letter from John Temple to the Duke of Leeds, supra note 324.
329. Letter from Peter Allaire to George Yonge (Feb. 4, 1790), in 1 THE DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 1789-1800, at 688, 688 (Maeva
especially in the North, immediately began to set aside state law conflicting with treaty rights.\textsuperscript{330} For example, a federal circuit court in Connecticut held that a statute abating interest during the war violated the Treaty of Peace and was void.\textsuperscript{331} The circuit court included Chief Justice John Jay and Justice William Cushing, along with District Judge Richard Law.\textsuperscript{332} Interest during the war, which at 5 percent for eight years made up a substantial fraction of the outstanding debts,\textsuperscript{333} was a major point of controversy between debtors and creditors.\textsuperscript{334} Federalists exulted. “Died last Thursday,” read a mock obituary.\textsuperscript{335} “It received its death wound by the adoption of the New Constitution” and “the two-edged sword of justice; gave its last fatal stroke, and it expired without a groan.”\textsuperscript{336} This account was republished in several states\textsuperscript{337} and seems to have landed on Phineas Bond’s desk in Philadelphia.\textsuperscript{338} He excitedly reported to London that, according to the federal judges, “whatever might have been the Situation of the Contract, during the War, it was revived by the Peace; not partially, but in its full Extent,” including interest: “[T]here was a moral obligation to pay it, with the principal, whenever the public Tranquillity was restored.”\textsuperscript{339}

The Constitution did more than protect rights, meaning in British eyes international rights, of course. It also empowered the new Congress to make commercial policy without interference from the states.\textsuperscript{340} Inconsistent and conflicting policies among the states, and
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\textsuperscript{338.} See Letter from Phineas Bond to Lord Grenville (Dec. 6, 1791), Foreign Office 4/11, British National Archives.

\textsuperscript{339.} \textit{Id.; see also} Letter from MacDonogh to Leeds (May 11, 1791), Foreign Office 4/10, British National Archives (reporting the same case).

\textsuperscript{340.} See \textit{U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 3; id. art. I, § 10, cl. 1}. 
between them and Congress, had bedeviled commercial negotiations throughout the 1780s. Some states used import duties to raise revenue, penalize Britain, or both. In a textbook example of interjurisdictional competition, others posted low rates, trying to lure trade away from their high-taxing neighbors. This crazy quilt of trade regulations was one reason why the British refused to enter negotiations for a commercial treaty. By contrast, French diplomats had not been displeased by inconsistent trade laws, hoping that their slow-moving merchants would eventually capitalize on state discrimination against British trade. Now Congress alone had the power to regulate international commerce. It threatened to use it to retaliate against Britain for refusing to grant American ships access to the West Indian trade. In the first Congress, Madison proposed two forms of retaliation. The first was to raise the import and tonnage duties on British goods and ships above those paid by other European traders. The second was to prohibit British ships trading with the West Indies from docking in the United States for resupply. In other words, British traders would not be able to use American ports as way stations to and from the Caribbean.

These discriminatory proposals failed to pass the Federalist-dominated Senate but got the attention of British merchants and

341. See infra Part II.B.
342. See Hill, supra note 172, at 63.
344. See infra Part II.B.
345. Hill, supra note 172, at 63.
348. See id. Madison had supported discrimination since the mid-1780s, and it marked Republican foreign policy up until 1812. See generally McCoy, supra note 346; Drew R. McCoy, The Virginia Port Bill of 1784, 83 Va. Mag. Hist. & Biography 288 (1975).
their government. If nothing else, the proposals demonstrated that Congress now controlled commercial policy. Britons were amazed that Americans believed that commercial threats would work. If the United States wished to gain privileges from Britain, it had to negotiate in good faith, not make threats. As Lord Dorchester’s secretary put it, “The idea of seeking commercial friendship by commercial hostilities, the apprehension of Great Britain monopolizing the commerce of the world and the comparison of it to a great whale swallowing up the ocean, are equally whimsical and preposterous.” Britons responded in two ways. One was to seek accommodation. Despite what he saw as flawed American reasoning—or perhaps because it was so flawed—Dorchester’s secretary counseled “moderation” toward the United States, attributing such illogic to commercial frustration. The American threat indicated that it was “high time” to settle all the outstanding grievances stemming from the Treaty of Peace.

Others, however, were less accommodating. If Americans discriminated against Britain, Britain should reciprocate. It would start by simply placing American trade with Britain on the same footing as all other foreign trade. Eight years after the Treaty of Peace, the United States still enjoyed privileges in Britain that no other nation did. High on the list was the exemption of American merchants from paying the Alien Duty when unloading goods in British ports, an unintended benefit of the British government’s unwillingness to rethink its trade relationship with the new nation from the ground up. Americans were excluded from intra-imperial commerce, especially the rich West Indian trade. Nonetheless,
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358. See id. at 34.
359. See id. at 8, 32.
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361. See id. at 42, 45.
they enjoyed some odd holdovers from the colonial period.\footnote{362}{See id. at 8, 32.} For example, customs officers in London continued to treat all merchants from North America, including those from the United States, as subjects, as under pre-revolutionary customs statutes.\footnote{363}{See id. at 32.} Hamilton, who had become the first Federal Treasury Secretary, realized that American merchants enjoyed “certain indulgencies” in Britain and understood that, if Congress passed discriminatory legislation, Britain could justifiably take away these privileges and “place us precisely on the footing of all other foreign powers.”\footnote{364}{Letter from Lord Dorchester to Lord Grenville, supra note 301, at 128.} Although he had championed the cause of congressional commercial power during the ratification campaign because it would give the United States the power to threaten Britain, Hamilton was reluctant to use that power. It was an early example of a persistent theme in the Washington Administration. No cabinet member supported building national capacity and defense more than Hamilton. Yet time and again he warned of the dangers of using that power recklessly. Consistently from the Revolution until his death he argued that some degree of power was necessary to be taken seriously by other nations. Once attained, however, power should remain in reserve, while pursuing negotiations and seeking compromise.\footnote{365}{Hamilton’s threshold for deploying power domestically was much lower, as demonstrated in his reactions to tax rebellions in Pennsylvania. See Thomas P. Slaughter, The Whiskey Rebellion: Frontier Epilogue to the American Revolution 119 (1986).} It was the same advice he gave his private legal clients: litigation was often not worth the cost and uncertainty.\footnote{366}{For an example of Hamilton’s advice to a private client to seek accommodation rather than continue to litigation, see Letter from Alexander Hamilton to Thomas Jefferson (Apr. 19, 1792), in 11 The Papers of Alexander Hamilton 317 (Harold C. Syrett & Jacob E. Cooke eds., 1966) (recalling a famous Trespass Act case that ended in a “voluntary compromise” that Hamilton supported). For Hamilton’s advice in that case, see Memorial of Benjamin Waddington & Co. Late of the City of New York in North America, British Merchants & Subjects, Respecting Prosecutions Carried on Against Joshua Waddington Their Late Servant Under a Law Called the Trespass Act Passed by the Legislature of That State Since the Peace, & Directly in the Face of the Treaty (Aug. 20, 1786), Foreign Office 4/4, British National Archives (advising defendant to compromise “because the Law was express and the Juries, independent of Party prejudices, were all interested in a similar manner with Rutgers the Plaintiff”).} So too his public counsel. He preferred the United States to appear as a hawk and maneuver like a dove. Prominent opponents favored the reverse.
A New York City merchant named Telfair, who identified as a British subject, offered Beckwith the perspective of Wall Street. He paid close attention to congressional debates over commercial policy, in particular Madison’s proposal to discriminate against British trade. On the one hand, Telfair thought that the new nation was not capable of retaliation, “whatever Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Maddison [sic] and that party may insinuate to the contrary.” The new government depended on customs revenue. Because the government could not tax much in other ways, cutting off British trade would impoverish it. Telfair was nonetheless concerned. He admitted that trade discrimination was a valid exercise of national power, not an act of belligerency. Still, it could cascade into a series of antagonistic measures. In the small world of American commerce and politics, Telfair had talked directly to Madison. This was the spring of 1790, as Spain and Britain rattled swords in the Nootka Sound over jurisdiction to the Pacific Northwest. If Britain and Spain went to war, the latter might invoke a treaty commitment and request that France fight as well. In turn, if France construed the war as defensive, it could request that the United States join as well in defense of its Caribbean colonies, as required by the Franco-American Treaty of Alliance (1778). In what turned out to be a dry run for the wars of the French Revolution, all hoped that France would not make the fateful request. Spain effectively capitulated and settled the matter peaceably, along the way teaching the Americans a lesson in how to negotiate with that kingdom. Still,
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Madison told Telfair that in the event of a Franco-British war, he would propose preventing British ships from refitting in American ports while “assist[ing] the fleets of France ... in every respect.” Telfair replied that “such behaviour by the law of Nations would be construed as actual hostility,” which was a fair opinion, one that President Washington’s cabinet embraced unanimously three years later in the Neutrality Controversy. Even merchants were schooled enough in the law of nations to know the effect of what was termed “imperfect neutrality” between warring nations. Madison’s proposal demonstrated that Congress knew it had power and was willing to use it. Whether bad policy, fiscally ruinous, or a step down a slippery slope, these proposed measures got Britain’s attention.

Another informant was Daniel McCormick, an Irish merchant who immigrated to New York in the 1760s, remained loyal during the Revolution, and afterward picked up where he left off, brokering deals between American and British merchants. By 1790 he identified himself as an American citizen but remained essentially a British-American merchant who invested heavily in United States securities and land, and he sold both to British investors. McCormick’s conversation with Beckwith was all business. What he added was a transatlantic merchant’s sensitivity to the changing
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386. See Letter from Lord Dorchester to Mr. Grenville, supra note 315, at 140.
political environment. A few years earlier (this was the spring of 1790), British merchants had decreased their trade with America because they could not obtain payment in sterling. 387 The specie imbalance forced Americans to undertake some manufacturing and to increase their exports, particularly of wheat, which brought back hard money. 388 Now that specie was again flowing, British merchants returned to American markets. 389 They had even begun “to speculate largely in our Continental floating paper of various kinds, from their opinion of our present Government and from the then low value of those securities.” 390 The bottom line was that British investors were betting on the health of the new federal government. It nonetheless remained a sensitive market. McCormick noted that American bond prices had recently “fallen somewhat from the delays in our funding system, and in particular from the debates in our house of representatives respecting the assumption or non-assumption of our State Debts.” 391 Besides informing Beckwith of the bond market’s reaction to a healthier economy and to the new federal government, McCormick revealed just how closely investors followed the vicissitudes of American politics. What are recorded now as political landmarks—the establishment of the federal government, the passage of the Judiciary Act, discrimination bills that passed one house but failed in the other, the assumption of state debt, and the charter for the Bank of the United States—were then breaking news for transatlantic merchants, figured into business calculations, and affected the nation’s reintegration into the Atlantic economy.

While promising that the federal courts would enforce the treaty, Hamilton kept nudging the secret emissary toward the “reciprocal appointment of Ministers.” 392 The United States did not want to send a minister first again, as in 1785. Why had Britain not sent

387. See id.
388. Id.
389. Id.
390. Id. Foreign investors were engaged in the reverse of Beardian behavior; they invested in government securities after the ratification of the Constitution, not before.
391. Id. Bond prices recovered and then rose in the mid-late 1790s, when all the pieces of Hamilton’s funding system came together. See Richard Sylla, Financial Foundations: Public Credit, the National Bank, and Securities Markets, in FOUNDING CHOICES, supra note 133, at 59.
392. Letter from Lord Dorchester to Mr. Greenville, supra note 315, at 135.
one then? “I replied,” Beckwith told Dorchester, “that the condition of the States at that time had been such, as to have rendered it impracticable for a Minister from us to have remained at New York, and if otherwise, from the nature of their then Government he could have been of no service.” The political situation had changed. The request became insistent. “Will you send us a Minister?” Hamilton pleaded. “Perhaps we shall not wish to send [one] a second time without assurances of this nature, or your taking a lead in it.” Then he invoked the American people: “[I]t would be a popular measure and tend greatly to set everything in motion in a good humoured way.” Formal representation would not only be good for diplomacy but also good for domestic politics, which in turn affected the diplomatic environment. In a republic, good optics served diplomacy.

Only a commissioned envoy could negotiate a commercial agreement. For Americans the wait seemed interminable. But Spain had not fully recognized the United Provinces of the Netherlands for eighty years after the provincial revolt of the 1560s. In the end, the United States waited only eight years.

B. The Board of Trade Reviews the Constitution

In 1790, while considering whether to send a minister plenipotentiary to the United States, and to assist in drafting instructions, Britain’s Privy Council asked the Board of Trade to analyze the state of government and commerce in the United States. The

393. Id.; see also id. at 136 (“[W]e have had a Minister at your Court [referring to John Adams in the mid-1780s], you did not send one in return, we should find a difficulty in taking the lead again in such a nomination.”). Julian Boyd argued that the Canadian Archives mislabeled the conversations on pages 134-36, transcribing as Number 1 what was actually Number 7: namely, Hamilton. Boyd, supra note 284, at 33 n.67. Following Boyd, the attribution here is to Hamilton.


395. Id.

396. Id.

397. Spain recognized the independence of the Netherlands in the Peace of Munster (1648), which ended the Eighty Years War. See Laura Manzano Baena, Negotiating Sovereignty: The Peace Treaty of Münster, 1648, 28 HIST. POL. THOUGHT 617 (2007).

398. The Privy Council was the ancient royal advisory council that was then being supplanted by its subcommittee known as the cabinet. See generally Albert Venn Dicey, The Privy Council 130-45 (repr. ed. 1979) (1860). On the operation of the Board of Trade in the
Board spent months collecting and digesting information before reporting in January 1791. It sifted through mounds of consular correspondence, Phineas Bond’s trade statistics, merchant memorials, and other sources. It also queried merchant interest groups from the key ports of London, Bristol, Liverpool, and Glasgow.

The report’s prime architect was Lord Hawkesbury, who served as President of the Board of Trade for almost twenty years, viewed trade as a zero-sum game that Britain should dominate, and was disinclined to make exceptions for former colonists enjoying a peace treaty he had opposed. Yet the main message of the report was the admission that this debate could no longer be framed in terms of Britain’s discretionary choice. The organizing fact within that report was the new Constitution and establishment of the federal government under it. Harsh and grudging as it was, the report effectively ended Tory fantasies that Britain would someday recover its old North American provinces.

The report discloses more clearly than any other source that the establishment of the federal government under the new Constitution was the proximate cause for sending an official envoy to the United States and commencing trade negotiations. If one bottom line was not much different from Lord Sheffield’s eight years earlier—the United States still needed British commerce more than the reverse—another was that it was time to open formal diplomatic relations with the new government. The report concluded that the Constitution gave the federal government the power to resolve outstanding grievances under the treaty as well as the power to

---


399. Privy Council Committee on Trade, Report on Two Acts Passed by the Congress of the United States of America to the Privy (Jan. 28, 1791), Foreign Office 4/9, British National Archives, later printed as REPORT, supra note 357.

400. See id.

401. See id. at 4.

402. On Charles Jenkinson, Lord Hawkesbury (later the first Earl of Liverpool), and his role on the Board of Trade in the 1780s and 1790s, see 2 THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE 144 (John Holland Rose et al. eds., 1940).

403. See REPORT, supra note 357, at 99-100.

404. See id. at 6.

405. See id. at 99-101.
discriminate against British trade, and was considering doing so.406 In sum, the new government appeared capable of fulfilling its duties and also exercising its sovereign rights under the law of nations.

The report began by stating that although Britain had “acknowledged” the independence of the states in 1783 and had from that date excluded American ships from colonial trade, it had not yet developed “new principles, on which a new system of commerce might be founded.”407 The post-Revolutionary states had made such a system impossible because they “were governed in all commercial matters by separate and distinct Legislatures, which were [all] independent of each other, and had different interests to pursue.”408 Instead, Parliament had granted the Privy Council authority each year to make “provisional regulations” to govern British-American trade.409 But the states now had agreed to “a new Constitution” that vested the power to regulate commerce in a “general government,” and they should “now ... be considered as One Body Politic.”410 As the Board noted when commenting on Madison’s proposals to discriminate against British imports, “The United States are now an Independent Nation.”411

The Board blamed the states for two obstacles that had prevented the development of a formal commercial policy. First, the individual states had passed inconsistent trade laws.412 The result was a patchwork of state laws so various and mutable that it was “hardly possible to obtain a complete account of them.”413 There were echoes here of Madison’s criticism of the mutability and multiplicity of state legislation four years earlier in his memo on the vices of the political system of the states.414 The bottom line from the available information was that some states had discriminated against British goods and shipping by charging higher impost and tonnage fees compared not only to American goods and ships but

406. See supra notes 346-56 and accompanying text (describing Congress’s threat to discriminate against British trade and some British reactions).
407. REPORT, supra note 357, at 6.
408. Id.
409. Id.
410. Id.
411. Id. at 70.
412. Id. at 15.
413. Id.
414. See generally Madison, supra note 147.
also to those imposed on commerce from other European empires.\footnote{415} Second, many state laws blocked British creditors from collecting
depts in violation of the peace treaty.\footnote{416} The Board concluded that
these laws constituted a valid grievance that had to be resolved be-
fore beginning commercial negotiations.\footnote{417} Cancelling “mercantile
contracts, or other private and personal obligations” during war was
“unjust.”\footnote{418} The Board implicitly drew on the emerging norm in the
law of nations that belligerent powers should not, perhaps \textit{could}
not, interfere with private contracts, especially executory debt
contracts, between their respective subjects. In addition, the United
States had agreed in Article IV of the Treaty of Peace that creditors
on either side would face “no lawful impediment to the recovery of
the full value in sterling money, of all bona fide debts heretofore
contracted.”\footnote{419} Violating this pledge, the states had imposed many
impediments, which the Board described with detail derived from
the consuls’ letters and creditors’ petitions.\footnote{420} In outline form, the
summary of these “lawful impediments” included:

1. Installment laws that postponed repayment “to a very distant
period”:\footnote{421}

\footnote{415} See \textit{Report}, \textit{supra} note 357, at 15.
\footnote{416} See \textit{id.} at 15-16.
\footnote{417} Id.
\footnote{418} Id. at 16.
\footnote{419} Definitive Treaty of Peace, \textit{supra} note 55, at 82.
\footnote{420} In 1789, the Board sent a list of questions to the Secretary of State, who forwarded
them to the American consuls. Bond, at least, responded with a key that led back to his letters
over the previous few years. Letter from Board of Trade to the Duke of Leeds (June 30, 1789),
Foreign Office 4/7, British National Archives; Letter from Phineas Bond to the Duke of Leeds
(Nov. 10, 1789), Foreign Office 4/7, British National Archives. The Board cited Phineas Bond’s
charts of trading and tonnage volume but did not cite particular letters. See \textit{Report}, \textit{supra}
note 357, at 44-54. However, there was nowhere else to gain some of the information. For
example, the precise description of a colloquy between Pennsylvania Chief Justice Thomas
McKean and a Federalist juror, who asked whether it was proper under the treaty, as
McKean had charged the jury, to deduct interest on a British debt for the period of the war,
\textit{Report}, \textit{supra} note 357, at 18, could have come only from Bond’s account of this unreported
case, which was appended to a letter in 1789, Letter from Phineas Bond to the Duke of Leeds,
\textit{supra}.
\footnote{421} \textit{Report}, \textit{supra} note 357, at 17. Many sources informed the Secretary of State’s office
about the installment laws, for example: Letter from the Memorial of the Committee of Mer-
chants Trading to North America to the Marquess of Carmarthen (Feb. 19, 1789), Foreign Of-

cice 4/7, British National Archives (South Carolina); Letter from George Miller to Marquess
of Carmarthen (Nov. 30, 1788), Foreign Office 4/6, British National Archives (South Carolina);
Letter from Peter Allaire to Sir George Yonge (June 6, 1787), Foreign Office 4/5, British
National Archives (Maryland).}
2. Prohibition laws that forbade creditors from bringing suit to collect debts, also “till a distant period”;\textsuperscript{422}

3. Statutes that delayed execution of judgments in favor of creditors;\textsuperscript{423}

4. Statutes that allowed debtors to repay their creditors in “depreciated paper-currency”;\textsuperscript{424}

5. Statutes that allowed debtors to repay their creditors in land, valued at inflated prices, even though state courts held that British creditors were aliens and therefore, according to the common law, could not hold lands, which meant that the land so tendered escheated to the state;\textsuperscript{425}

6. A statute that forbade suit until the creditor applied in writing to the debtor for repayment;\textsuperscript{426}

7. A gubernatorial proclamation in one state that banished all British subjects or factors of British merchants who intended to recover debts;\textsuperscript{427}

8. Legislation and judicial rulings holding that interest tolled during the six or seven years of the war.\textsuperscript{428}

\textsuperscript{422} Report, supra note 357, at 17. Several sources informed the Secretary of State’s office of Virginia’s 1787 statute that prevented British creditors from suing in Virginia courts until Britain complied with the peace treaty. See, e.g., Letter from Phineas Bond to Lord Carmarthen (Mar. 30, 1788), in 1 Annual Report of the American Historical Association for the Year 1896, at 561, 562-63 (1897).

\textsuperscript{423} Id.

\textsuperscript{424} Id. at 15. Several sources informed the Secretary of State’s office of depreciation laws. See, e.g., George Miller, Report upon the Following Points, in Obedience to the Command of His Grace the Duke of Leeds, His Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Jan. 28, 1790), Foreign Office 4/7, British National Archives.

\textsuperscript{425} Report, supra note 357, at 17. Many states also reenacted the old Parliamentary statute that permitted attachment of colonial land in debt cases—something not allowed in England. But British creditors avoided using these statutes for the same reason that they could not safely assume title to land, because they were not legally aliens. Letter from George Hammond to Thomas Jefferson (Apr. 6, 1792), in 23 Papers of Thomas Jefferson 379, 380 (Charles T. Cullenet et al. eds., 1990) (referring to Maryland’s reenactment of the British attachment statute). On the Parliamentary attachment statute of 1732, see Claire Priest, Creating an American Property Law: Alienability and Its Limits in American History, 120 Harv. L. Rev. 385, 389-90 (2006).

\textsuperscript{426} Id.

\textsuperscript{427} Id.; see Letter from John Hamilton, Cumberland Wilson, & Robert Gilmour to Evan Nepean (Jan. 1790), Foreign Office 4/8, British National Archives.

\textsuperscript{428} Phineas Bond sent summaries of three cases in which state courts had refused to award interest on debts due to British creditors. Letter from Phineas Bond to the Duke of Leeds, supra note 420; see also Report, supra note 357, at 18.
The Board noted approvingly that the Confederation Congress had recommended, in the spring of 1787, that the states repeal all laws violating the Treaty of Peace. Some states ignored the recommendation or, like Virginia, complied conditionally. The Confederation’s failure to enforce good faith compliance only proved its political weakness.

The new Constitution changed all this. “In a word,” the Board reported,

many of the injustices and partialities, hitherto practised by the Legislatures of particular States, have thus been condemned by the United Voice of the People of America assembled in convention; and it is certainly reasonable now to expect that the present Congress, which is composed of a body of men assembled from every part of the United States, and who act upon a larger scale, and in support of a more extensive and general interest, will not commit the like acts of injustice, to which the Legislatures of particular States were too frequently liable, in favour of the immediate and pressing interests of the persons by whom they were elected, and sometimes even to relieve the distresses of the very individuals who composed these Provincial Legislatures.

The notion that the larger federal republic would filter up more cosmopolitan representatives was a keystone of Federalist argument and is associated particularly with James Madison and his Federalist 10. Most domestic audiences had not fully grasped the full

430. See Report, supra note 357, at 19-20. In Virginia, the home of thousands of debtors who owed British creditors, the state legislature declared that it would open its courts to British creditors only when Britain complied with the Treaty of Peace by evacuating the western posts and returning the enslaved persons who fled under British protection at the end of the war. See An Act to Repeal So Much of All and Every Act or Acts of Assembly as Prohibits the Recovery of British Debts (Dec. 12, 1787), in 12 William Waller Hening, Statutes at Large, Being a Collection of All the Laws of Virginia from the First Session of the Legislature, in the Year 1619, at 528 (1823) (suspending an earlier act prohibiting Britons from suing in state court on condition that Britain comply with the Treaty of Peace).
432. The Federalist No. 10, supra note 26, at 63-65 (James Madison); see also The Federalist No. 3, supra note 26, at 15 (John Jay).
range of Madison’s argument in that essay.\textsuperscript{433} The Board of Trade
did not spell out Madison’s logic of interest cancellation, in which a
large republic would produce a multiplicity of interests such that no
single one could dominate. Nonetheless, it understood, first, that the
states were assaulting individual rights—rights of British subjects
guaranteed by the law of nations and the Treaty of Peace—and,
second, that in the larger legislature a more general interest—what
Madison had called the “public good,”\textsuperscript{434} defined in large part as
upholding international obligations—would triumph over local in-
terests. That is how the Board told the British cabinet to under-
stand the Constitution.

Stepping back from the document, the Board concluded that many
of its provisions “took their rise from defects which had been
perceived in the former system of Government. These Regulations
[that is, constitutional provisions] are founded on principles of
Justice; and they are certainly favourable to Commerce in gener-
al.”\textsuperscript{435} If Congress implemented all its provisions, “many of the laws
made by the Legislatures of Individual States, imposing partial
burthens on British Commerce, and British Ships ... will be ipso
facto repealed.”\textsuperscript{436}

The Board identified about ten commercial provisions that mer-
ited special notice. Analyzing some in depth, it observed that Con-
gress now had the power to harmonize interstate commercial policy,
and again it might use that power to try to coerce Britain into opening
its markets, especially in the West Indies.\textsuperscript{437} The Board advised
that Parliament should not capitulate.\textsuperscript{438} The Caribbean slave-based
colonies were not, it argued, dependent on the United States be-
cause the remaining British colonies in North America could ade-
quately supply those islands.\textsuperscript{439} Even if they could not fill that void
entirely, the British monopoly over colonial shipping was too crucial

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{433} Larry D. Kramer, Madison’s Audience, 112 HARV. L. REV. 611, 615, 658 (1999).
\item \textsuperscript{434} The Federalist No. 10, supra note 26, at 62 (James Madison).
\item \textsuperscript{435} Report, supra note 357, at 58.
\item \textsuperscript{436} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{437} Id. at 73-74 (observing that Congress had debated whether to discriminate against
British trade and decided against doing so, but it could change that policy at any time, and
therefore recommending that “it may be of use to bind the United States to the observance of
this rule in future”).
\item \textsuperscript{438} See id. at 80-81.
\item \textsuperscript{439} Id.
\end{itemize}
for the empire’s health to permit its erosion in the transatlantic trade.\footnote{See id.}

The Board also observed that under the Supremacy Clause, which declared treaties to be the law of the land binding state judges, “it may be expected, that British Creditors will now reap the benefit of the 4th Article of the late Treaty of Peace.”\footnote{Id. at 58.} They would now be able to collect debts.\footnote{See id.}

Similarly, the Board concluded that under the provision declaring “that no State is to pass any \textit{ex post facto} law, impairing the Obligation of Contracts, all the laws, made by the Legislatures of Individual States, to prevent British Merchants from recovering the full value of their legal debts, must be considered as \textit{ipso facto} repealed.”\footnote{REPORT, supra note 357, at 58-59.} This observation ran together two different restraints on state legislation contained in Article I, Section 10: “No State shall ... pass any ... \textit{ex post facto} Law, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts.”\footnote{U.S. CONST. art. I, § 10, cl. 1.} In a revealing conflation, the Board assumed that the \textit{ex post facto} clause had civil effect.\footnote{See REPORT, supra note 357, at 58-59.} To be fair, so had several Americans and Britons.\footnote{See Marcus I, in 16 The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution, supra note 96, at 161, 164 (interpreting the clause as prohibiting retroactive alteration of common law land tenures); Letter from John Hamilton to Lord Grenville (June 22, 1796), Foreign Office 5/5, British National Archives (describing a 40 percent depreciation law in North Carolina as “an \textit{ex post facto} law”); supra note 224; see also supra note 218.}

Prohibiting the states from impairing the obligations of contracts was not enough. Some debtors argued that “obligation” covered only the principal of each loan; interest was legally separate.\footnote{See supra note 428 (describing Consul Bond’s account of three state cases in which interest was denied); see also Report from John Jay to Congress, supra note 122, at 801-06 (advising the Confederation Congress that U.S. debtors owed interest under the treaty). As Bond reported to London, some state courts denied interest for the period of the war. See, e.g., Hoare v. Allen, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 102, 104 n.4 (1789) (state court denying interest followed by reporter’s note referring to similar decisions in New York and Maryland).} To the Board’s eager eyes, however, the \textit{Ex Post Facto Clause} was not limited to criminal laws and, as a civil
provision, was not redundant either.448 Instead, it prohibited states from impeding the collection of interest as well as principal—nearly twenty years of accumulated interest at 5 percent, or almost equal to the underlying principal itself.449 In sum, the Board concluded that the two provisions prevented any statute from altering contracts, the underlying principal, the interest, or any remedy.

In addition, the Board celebrated federal control over coinage and the provision in Article I, Section 10, forbidding states to allow anything but sound money to be proffered in payment of debts.450 This meant that existing state laws that “oblige British Merchants to take, in payment of their debts, any thing besides what is thus made legal tender, must be considered also as ipso facto repealed.”451 In the Board’s eyes, this rectified yet another grievance: the state tender laws that permitted debtors to pay creditors in state paper rather than, as provided in such contracts explicitly or by commercial custom, in specie.452

Finally, the Board highlighted federal question jurisdiction in Article III. This grant of jurisdiction over cases arising under the Constitution, national laws, and treaties affords just reason to expect that these Fundamental Articles [that is, the Constitution] will be carried into complete execution; and that in all these respects the Legislatures of the Individual States, and the Courts of Judicature dependent on them, will no longer have the power of resisting, under any pretence, the supreme authority of Congress.453

Later in the report it noted that the first Congress had passed the Judiciary Act, which, the Board believed, now provided for federal enforcement of new customs laws and “Trial of all Suits arising under the New Constitution, as well as under Treaties.”454 The Board incorrectly implied that Congress had given the courts original federal question jurisdiction; in fact the Judiciary Act

448. See REPORT, supra note 357, at 17-19.
450. See REPORT, supra note 357, at 59.
451. Id.
452. See id. at 15, 59.
453. Id. at 59.
454. Id. at 67-69.
extended only appellate jurisdiction to the federal courts in cases arising under the Constitution, national laws, and treaties. In other words, most suits alleging violations of federal law still had to begin in state courts, with review permitted in the federal circuit courts. The Board also did not notice that the Judiciary Act created foreign diversity, or alienage, jurisdiction, which is how many British creditors were able to bypass the state courts and sue directly in the federal circuit courts. Nor did it mention the significant five hundred dollar jurisdictional minimum for those suits. The Board’s streamlined impressions reflected the information it received from America, perhaps framed by their own national legal system, which did not divide jurisdiction vertically by subject matter. Confusions and omissions aside, the Cabinet learned that the federal courts were open to British creditors and were supposed to decide their cases according to the peace treaty, not state legislation.

Six months after receiving this report, the Privy Council drafted instructions for George Hammond as minister plenipotentiary to the United States. The Council instructed Hammond “to convince” the American government that Britain had conformed to Article I of the Treaty of Peace and was treating the United States “in all Respects, particularly in commercial Matters, as Free, Sovereign and Independent States.” This hardly ended controversies between the two governments. A commercial treaty took three more years to complete, with Chief Justice John Jay sailing to London for negotiations, and when it came, it was deeply controversial in the United States.

455. See id. at 68-69.
459. Instructions to His Majesty’s Minister Sent to the United States of America (Draft) (July 4, 1791), Foreign Office 4/10, British National Archives. In a nice coincidence, the Council sent the instructions to the Secretary of State on July 4th. Id.
460. Id.
461. Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation, supra note 62; see John Jay’s Treaty,
Nonetheless, as the Board reported, British merchants were already plunging back into American trade and once again became American merchants’ partners of choice.\textsuperscript{462} A central reason was liberal British credit.\textsuperscript{463} Lord Sheffield had predicted in 1783 that the United States would remain dependent on British merchants’ exceptionally liberal credit.\textsuperscript{464} He was right. The Board of Trade noted that European traders’ “great expectations” of trading directly with North America, a trade foreclosed when the thirteen states were part of the British Empire, had by then been dashed.\textsuperscript{465} “They learned by experience that this Trade was not to be carried on, without trusting the Americans with their goods, and without giving them longer credit than is usually given in the Trade carried on to European Countries.”\textsuperscript{466} Only Britain’s transatlantic merchants could offer the credit terms necessary for trading manufactured goods across the Atlantic.\textsuperscript{467} The lesson might apply not only to the new United States. Perhaps if other European colonists gained independence from imperial monopolies, they too would turn to the British:

All new established countries (and such are the United States) can trade only with those nations, who are able to afford them an extensive credit, and to incur the risque [sic] resulting therefrom: If all the Colonies belonging to European Nations in America and the West Indies, were to become Independent, Great Britain would have undoubtedly the greatest share in the Commerce carried on with them.\textsuperscript{468}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{462. See REPORT, supra note 357, at 49 (noting the reluctance of European traders to offer extensive credit to Americans); id. at 70-71 (“The excellence and cheapness of the manufactures of Great Britain, and the Credit, which British Manufacturers are able and willing to give, will always ensure them a greater share in the Trade of Export to the United States, than can be enjoyed by any other European Nation.”).}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{463. See id.}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{464. See HOLROYD, supra note 104, at 41.}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{465. REPORT, supra note 357, at 49.}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{466. Id. The unusually liberal credit arrangements between British and American merchants suggested to the Board that the government should not impose aggressive trade restrictions against the United States. See id. at 78.}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{467. See id. at 49, 70-71.}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textit{468. Id. at 71.}
\end{flushright}
The Board did not develop this insight. But it is early evidence that even mercantilist thinkers like Lord Hawkesbury saw the attraction of “the imperialism of free trade” and why many Britons supported the Latin American revolutions over the next generation.469 Dependence cut both ways. The Board also accepted the merchants’ warning that a tariff war might damage their comparative advantage in financing American trade.470 The Lords of Trade therefore recommended that Parliament avoid discriminating against American trade, no matter what Congress did, and also continue offering curious holdover benefits from the colonial period that Americans still enjoyed, such as exemption from the Alien Duty.471 These early cracks in the Navigation Acts demonstrated the influence that transatlantic merchants had in Whitehall. They also reveal that Britons traveled with Americans along the path from early modern empire to nineteenth-century international relations, and together they constructed the legal infrastructure of a developing nation.

IV. THE FIRST DEVELOPING NATION?472

As diplomatic relations normalized between Britain and the United States, British investors also began buying American securities and land in large amounts.473 Transatlantic capital flows to North America were not new, of course.474 But for two centuries they

469. The classic discussion is in Gallagher & Robinson, supra note 67.
471. Id. at 94-95.
473. In 1803, foreign investors owned 56 percent of the domestic debt, over half of it in British hands. Wilkins, supra note 15, at 35-36, 36 tbl.2.2. Alexander Hamilton was the lawyer for the agent of the English Pulteney family, which purchased over a million acres in central New York in the 1790s. See generally 3 The Law Practice of Alexander Hamilton, supra note 384, at 758-812. In a related investment, shortly after the opening of the Erie Canal, the British owned more than half of the state bonds floated to finance it. See generally Nathan Miller, The Enterprise of a Free People: Aspects of Economic Development in New York State During the Canal Period, 1792-1838, at 99-111, 261-63 (1962).
474. See, e.g., Wilkins, supra note 15, at 3-27 (exploring colonial investment in North America by British trading corporations and merchant houses).
had represented imperial investment. Now it was international. Capital flowed into public securities, the national bank, private corporations, mercantile accounts, and land. The degree of international investment in the early United States was unprecedented in the European world, and led to a welter of legal questions about commerce, in war and peace, on a scale that no legal community had before encountered, generating tremendous legal creativity.

Many factors affected European investors’ assessment of the risks and rewards of American investment in the decade after ratification. Not least was the spread of French revolutionary wars across the European continent beginning in 1793, which made diversification abroad an attractive strategy. But by then investors had already bet on the safety of American assets, and they referred to the Constitution and the institutions built upon it to justify their confidence. The limited information presently available on American securities prices suggests that prices rose at key moments in the process of federal state-building. In the first few years, and

475. See id.
476. See id. at 28-48.
477. Id.; see also Riley, supra note 11, at 185-94 (documenting Dutch investment in U.S. public securities and suggesting that investors possibly overreacted to the Constitution); 1 Van Wintern, supra note 73. For specific examples, see Peter E. Austin, Baring Brothers and the Birth of Modern Finance (Routledge 2016) (2007); Helen I. Cowan, Charles Williamson: Genesee Promoter—Friend of Anglo-American Rapprochement 15-57 (1941); Paul Demund Evans, The Holland Land Company 3-35 (1924); and François Furstenberg, When the United States Spoke French: Five Refugees Who Shaped a Nation (2014).
478. For some of that creativity, see generally the classic Morton J. Horwitz, The Transformation of American Law, 1780-1860 (1977). I disagree with the nascent consensus that the early United States became something like an economic tributary of Great Britain. At least, that is not how many early Americans saw the process. Cf. Onuf & Onuf, supra note 67, at 187-88; Sexton, supra note 67, at 2-3.
479. European (largely British) imports increased rapidly during 1789-1793, before the outbreak of the French wars. Sylla, supra note 391, at 73.
480. See, e.g., 1 Van Wintern, supra note 73, at 239 (“Some information on the changes in government structure being considered in America reached Amsterdam during 1787, and produced a marked increase in the interest of Dutch investors in American domestic debt.”).
481. This tentative observation is based on the author’s examination of bond price quotations in early American and British newspapers between 1787 and 1800. See, e.g., The Times (London) (Sept. 22, 1789) (letter to the editor claiming that “the inhabitants of the United States, by adopting their New Constitution, have formaly [sic] and solemnly pledged themselves for the payment of their public debt” and possessed much public land to pay down that debt); The Times (London) (Oct. 15, 1790) (reporting that “Congress have determined to apply one million Dollars, the revenue product of last year, to the reduction of the public
before the European wars, these moments included the publication of the Constitution in the fall of 1787; the inception of the federal government in 1789; and the establishment of Hamilton’s financial institutions in the early 1790s. In addition, qualitative evidence indicates that the text circulated abroad as a prospectus for the commercial environment of the new Republic.  Even more important were the institutions built upon the spare text. These institutions, such as a funded debt, a nationally incorporated bank whose notes could be redeemed at taxes, and federal assumption of the states’ revolutionary debt, had been in Hamilton’s mind for years.  

His legendary energy, backed by George Washington’s essential support, turned American debt into internationally credible commitments.  “States, like individuals, who observe their engagements, are respected and trusted,” Hamilton wrote in his first report on public credit in January 1790.  Already by that point, “intelligence from abroad announces” that prices were rising, just as they were on the domestic market.  He noted that Europeans, “particularly ... the Dutch,” had grasped the economic potential of the new republic: “Our situation exposes us less, than that of any other nation, to those casualties, which are the chief causes of expence”: namely, war.  In addition, the United States had unparalleled supplies of land and natural resources.  These raw materials of development functioned as indirect collateral for the capital that would fuel American growth. Consequently, he predicted that “no

debt—In consequence of which the American funds have had a considerable rise”). For the history of interest rates in the United States beginning in the nineteenth century, see SIDNEY HOMER & RICHARD SYLLA, A HISTORY OF INTEREST RATES 270-93 (4th ed. 2005).
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country will be able to borrow of foreigners upon better terms, than the United States, because none can, perhaps, afford so good se-

490 Hamilton’s reports showed that information about American governance would continue to flow transatlantically in both public and private communications. The familiar story of Hamilton’s financial program was also an episode of creative constitution-making—and an international event. His public offering of America extended across the Atlantic.

As capital continued to flow, so too did legal creativity. Statesmen, lawyers, and judges built upon transatlantic conversations of the 1780s and early 1790s and continued to construct their Constitution with a focus on maintaining foreign faith, all with the aim of stoking national economic development. The spare text of the Contract Clause, the Commerce Clause, and the Treaty Clause all underwent precedent-making construction in the first few decades after ratification. Almost all of the hallmark doctrines of constitutionally “vested rights,” for example, bore directly on international investment. Most of the leading cases of the early years of the Supreme Court—such as Georgia v. Brailsford, Glass v. The Sloop Betsey, Ware v. Hylton, and even Chisholm v. Georgia—involving foreign affairs. In addition, several of the defining Marshall Court cases usually associated with internal nation-building, such as Fletcher v. Peck and McCulloch v. Maryland, also
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491. 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 1, 4 (1794) (construing state statute as sequestering rather than confiscating British debts).
492. 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 6, 16 (1794) (holding that “every [federal] District Court in the United States, possesses all the powers of a court of Admiralty”).
493. 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 199 (1796) (holding that the peace treaty revived private debt despite payment of debt to Virginia under the state’s wartime sequestration statute).
494. 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419 (1793) (holding that federal court has jurisdiction over suits brought by creditor against state).
496. 10 U.S. (6 Cranch) 87 (1810) (holding that state land patents were contracts for purposes of the Contract Clause). Fletcher protected land grants, as contracts, held by what were not just interstate but often multinational land partnerships and companies.
497. 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819). McCulloch upheld the national bank, in which foreigners invested as Hamilton had hoped, and it also facilitated payments by the United States
implicated foreign interests. The complicated intersection of law and commerce in such cases meant that American lawyers and judges played central roles in constructing not only the Federal Constitution, but also the emerging liberal legal infrastructure of international trade and investment.

CONCLUSION

This Article has argued that the Federal Constitution was constructed in part to appeal to foreigners who did or might conduct commerce—trade and/or capital investment—in the United States. Seen from abroad, it guaranteed hard money, pledged public faith to uphold preexisting debt, protected private contracts from state interference, and prohibited uncompensated confiscation.\textsuperscript{498} It made treaties the supreme law of the land, enforceable in courts, and included special legal protections for aliens.\textsuperscript{499} Many of these provisions were innovative and soon became standard constitutional features of economic liberalism, which creditors began to demand from developing nations in the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{500} In the United States, they were not imposed. Neither were they simply authentic expressions of American commercial character. They represented instead attempts to institutionalize a certain set of sociable and commercial ideals of the Enlightenment in the newly postcolonial United States. In turn, the resulting governmental structures helped lay out the constitutional infrastructure of a developing nation. Here, as elsewhere, key features of the Constitution and its law developed out of an international dialogue about what was necessary to make the revolutionary experiment succeed on its own terms: to create a government based on the people that could “keep good faith with the rest of the World,” as George Washington had

\textsuperscript{498} See generally Report, supra note 357.
\textsuperscript{499} U.S. Const. art. III, § 2, cl. 1.
hoped in 1785, and become “one of the most respectable Nations upon Earth.”\textsuperscript{501}
